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The Jeffersonian Embargoes
Introduction
Nature of the Period

The latter part of the eighteenth century and. the be
ginning of the nineteenth was one of chaos.
and political movement was taking place.

A new social

The idea of

"divine right of king" was questioned by American colon
ists and French bourgeoise and being replaced by the idea
of .the.L?.divtne right of the individual."

Republics were

created in America and France, but the idea of republican
ism was cast aside.in France as Napoleon reverted to the
idea of one-man. power.

Then, the balance of power, always

a fundamental question of European politics, was upset by
France.

That country ruthlessly obliterated certain nation

alities, thereby causing all of Europe to become entangled
in a life and death struggle which reached to the continent
of America.

Not that the politically torn new Republic

in America was likely to lose her identity from the effect
of the movements in Europe was she concerned, but she was
gravely concerned over European powers ignoring her new
ideas of neutral rights.

The American republic early in its

freedom and in its weakness had adopted certain principles for
neutrals for the protection of its trade during war, such as:
1
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right of neutrals to trade with belligerents; right of free
• ■;
’ , ■■
;
ships to make free goods; and paper blockades are of no force.
.

These, she hoped, would be adopted by all European powers.

But

obviously, neither England nor France in the throes of war felt
it to their interest to observe these principles.

Too, the

American Government in its desire to increase its numbers had
gone far enough to blaze another principle for European powers
to observe, that is, the right of a foreigner to become an
American citizen through the process of naturalization.

Eng

land adequately expressed the sentiment of European nations to
this principle as:
"No letters of naturalization or certifi
cates of citizenship can divest our
national born subjects from the allegi
ance they owe their lawful sovereign." 2
This dissertation concerns itself only with the American
Government endeavoring to maintain its principles of neutral
rights in a war ridden world by means of another American
principle, "peaceable coercion" which it enacted and struggled
to enforce,
American trade had been a bone of contention between this
country and European countries, especially England, since
colonial days.

But no sooner was freedom won from England

when the United States Government set forth certain principles
X. A part of thecommercial treaty with France,drafted by
John Adams and adopted by Congress, September, 1776, Journals
of Continental Congress. Vol. V, p. 768; Latane, American For
eign Policy, p. 59. The Armed Neutrality in 1780 expressed
the same principles,
2. American State Papers, Foreign Relations, Vol. Ill, p. 268;
Latane, American Foreign Policy, P« 133.
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of neutral rights, as already mentioned, in respect to trade
whioh it was unable to enforce.

When this trade was at

tacked by England, France, and Spain and American seamen
....
"
'
■
3
were impressed into the navies of England and France,
the
United States Government, as administered by Thomas Jefferson
and his colleagues, after fruitless protests, entered upon a
policy of "peaeable coercion."
'

"War," said Jefferson, "is not for us to
resort to; nature has given us one in our
commerce, which if properly managed will
be a better Instrument for obliging the
interested nations of Europe to treat us
with justice." 4
"If these peaceable coercions which are
the power, of every nation, if undertaken
in concert and in time of peace, are more
likely to produce the desired effect." 5

This principle of peaeable coercion meant restricting
American trade with Europe in order that offending European
nations would be willing to treat with the United States for
her trade.
This policy when put into effect is known to historians
as the Embargoes.

They forbade all European trade.

Because

they were advocated by Jefferson and used in his administra
tion, they are further known as the Jeffersonian Embargoes.
The idea of commercial restrictions as a weapon to adcure
3. There were few Americans impressed in the French navy compared to the English navy. The different complexions of the
American and the French made this difference. The American
closely resembling the Englishman made impressment easy for
the English but difficult for the French.
4. Foley, Jeffersonian Cyclopedia, p. 157. Jefferson to
Pinohnev. Jefferson. Writings (Ford ed.) Vol. IV, p. 129.
3. Ibid., p. 919. Jefferson to Livingston, I M i * » Vol. VIII,
p . 51.
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justice was not original with him.

But the use of commercial

restrictions on such a large scale was original and is without
parallel in the history of the nation.

It is worthy, there

fore, of careful study.
Details of this period will he covered in the discussion
where such is necessary to understand the Jeffersonian Embar
go policy.

5
Chapter I

European and American Background aa it
Affects the Jeffersonian Administration

An appreciation of the period under discussion necessitates
an understanding of the many economic forces on both sides ©f the
Atlantic together with a knowledge of the political theories of
Thomas Jefferson.

This fortuitous combination of oiroumotaneos

ooupled with the strategic position of the chief executive made
it possible for him to fasten upon the country and to offer to
the world hie unique policy of peaceable eoereioa#
History has labeled Thomas Jefferson an aristocrat, a dem
ocrat, an agricultural philosopher, a politician, a hater of
*
ware, debts, wealth, eltieo, and commerce. One might oonelude
him to be a rather incongruous character to be president of a
country already entangled in European affairs,
A biographer says he was born on the democratic frontier
when the inhabitants ef the colonies were decidedly divided
Into privileged aristocrats and nonTprivlleged democrats.

He

grew up a typical frontiersman with one exception - wealth.
His experience in William and Mary's college where he mingled
with the sons of aristocrats and politicians who congregated in
the capital wherein the college was located, gave him an in
sight into the two groups and paved the way for political
■ 1
leadership.
When he entered politics he oast his lot with
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the soealleS democratic rabble.

Whether he did so because it

was the surest way to political fame or because the sympathies
aroused from impressions received in his youth among the back
country folk never left him, it is not within the scope of
this treatise to determine, but always he depended upon the
democratic elements for his political support.
Unfortunately, he left no political treatise on government no Utopia as did many philosopher leaders 4 but, nevertheless,
his ideal state may be constructed from personal letters to his
friends to whom he seemed to confide his idealistic and inner
most convictions.

Nowhere do these expressions laud war, nor

extol wealth, nor praise commerce except as it should be the
handmaiden of agriculture; everywhere does he set forth the
virtues of an agricultural democracy blessed in peace.
At the close of the Revolution which was brought about by
the dissatisfied democratic folk of the colonies carrying the
protests of the aristocrats against English trade restrictions
and special taxes to an open break, Jefferson as assembleman
and governor of Virginia began to express his antipathies
toward war, hardly, however, as one opposed to war with England he attended both Continental Congresses and wrote the Declaration
of Independence - but, probably because of personal convictions
on the futility of wars.

In Notes on Virginia, he wrote:

"Never was so much false arithmetic em
ployed on any subject, as that which has
been employed to persuade nations that
it is to their interest to go to war.
Were the money which it cost to gain, at
the close of a long war, a little town
or a little territory, the right to on
wood here, or to catch fish there, ex-
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pended In improving what they already pos
sess, in making, opening rivers, building
ports, improving the arts, and finding em
ployment for their idle poor, it would ren
der them much stronger, much wealthier and _
happier. This I hope will be our wisdom.M ^
At the close of the Revolution Jefferson was sent as mini
ster to France to represent the new government created by the
3
,,
•
successful democratic folk
in America. France at that time
was going through the throes of a similar social movement as
that which just occurred in America— democracy versus aristo
cracy.

This movement, likewise, made some definite impres

sions upon Jofferson as indicated in letters to be referred to
later.

'

-

During his absence the democratic element was overthrown
by the return to power of the aristocratic group.

Their influ

ence upon government during the revolutionary period had disap
peared, but the system of weak central government under the
Articles of Confederation established by the revolutionists
brought them and others who disapproved of the government into
opposition to the democratic element.

The great economic int

erests of the states, such as money lending, security holding,
western land holding and shipping and manufacturing, all under
the control of the aristocratic element suffered under the
Articles.
2. Foley, Jeffersonian Cyclopedia, p. 917, ____
Vol. VIII. T). 413; Jefferson. Writings.(Ford ed.), Vol. m r '
p. 279, (1782).
3. The use of democratic here does not mean a universal sense
of the term. It merely means that a few others had come into
power. The Revolution was a social movement. The unenfranchised
and those enjoying very few political privileges under the sway
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By tke time the aristocrats, now terms Federalists,
organized, created a new government, under the Constitution,
that if rightly interpreted could protect the economic inter
ests, and secured the offices under it, Jefferson returned to
America.

Hamilton at once approached Jefferson for support

of his program of central control to protect the capitalistic
interests,as stated "before, whether Jefferson, if political
ly ambitious, saw fewer triumphs on the side of the Hamiltoni
ans than with the ousted democratic opposition, no attempt
will be made to prove as it matters little to the subject
under discussion.

At any rate he soon gathered a powerful

following from among the farmers, laborers and artisans, who
became known as Republicans after those folk in France who
were opposing all forms of aristocracy,
Jefferson, from, his letters, opposed the Federalist's
application of the Constitution on the basis that their scheme
of centralization and protection to commercial industries
would drive people from their natural occupation, farming, to
crowd in great cities to serve great industries that would
breed despotism, corruption and wars.
On the virtues of agriculture he wrote at different times:
of the enfranchised wealthy few rebelled. As the former came
into control the qualifications were lowered for suffrage, but
this by no means permitted universal suffrage. To recite an
example from Beard in The Economic Origins of the Constitution.
Chapter V, a man must own at least 50 acres' of land, some
places improved land was designated, or pay rent to the equiva
lent of 50 acres before he could vote. Most of the states em
ployed this qualification, or one quite similar, in their con
stitutions that set up state governments in 1776.

s

„

^Hie United States*.iWill be more virtu
ous > more free and more happy, employed
In agriculture, than as carriers or manu
facturers* It Is a truth, and a precious
one for them, if they could he persuaded
of It." 4
"Agriculture is the basis of the subsist
ence, the comforts, and the happiness of
man." 5
"Agriculture is our wisest pursuit, because
it will in the end contribute most to real
wealth, good morals and happiness." 6

These and numerous other expressions about agriculture,
voiced at all periods of his career show that he seemed wedded
to agriculture.

Anything that promoted such an art could be

justifiable whether it be distribution of seeds or an embargo
that might cause people to desert the sea for the soil.
He seemed to wince under the Federalist scheme of creating
a public debt.

He wrote:

"4o the doctrine is that a public debt is
a public blessing so they (the supporters
of State debt assumption) think a perpetu
al one is a perpetual blessing and, there
fore, wish to make it so large that we can
never pay it off." 7
He attached the morality of a perpetual debt which he
thought the Federalists were creating:
"We are morally bound to defray the ex
penses of the war within our own times and
are unauthorized to burden posterity with
them. •.our ehlldran are born free and should
be entitled to the fruits of their exertions
4. Foley, Jefferson Cyclopediat p. 24, to M.de Y/arville,
Jefferson, Writings.-(Ford ed.) Vol. IV, p. 343.
5, Ibid., p. 27, to Baron do Moll, Jefferson, Writings
Wr
(Washington ed.) Vol. VI, p. 363.
Vol. II, p. 252.
6* Ibid,,to Geo. Washington, Ibid, V
7 . Ibid., p. 226, to Nicholas Lewis, Ibid.. Vol. V, p.505 (1792)

.
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.••and not be obliged to pay for the enter
prises our passions and personal interest
may lead us." 8
Also, he believed debts as a breeder of war:

>. -

"••.had England acted on the principle in
each generation by paying their debts and
had not been acting on the principle of
piling up thousands of millions of public
debt, she would have been placed in the
happy disability of waging eternal war..." 9
.
Personally "he felt miserable until he owed not
a shilling." 10
Though Jefferson showed great concern over the possible
internal results of an industrial nation, he likewise.was con
cerned lest the country become involved in the war that broke
out between England and France in 1793.

When those countries,

because of war, were unable to continue monopolizing the carry
ing trade of the English and French West Indies, the American
merchant marine assumed it.

Then England and France, each to

prevent the other from receiving products from their island
possessions through the American carrying trade, attacked
American merchant ships.

These attacks caused Congress to dis

cuss the expediency of war, but Jefferson m s not so easily
convinced.

He wrote such expressions as:
"I abhor war and view it as the greatest
scourge of mankind." 11
"War is as much.a punishment to the pun
isher as to the sufferer." 12

On this occasion he expressed his principle of "peaceable
8.Ibid., p. 227 to J. W. Suras. Ibid.. Yol. IX, p. 398.
8 * Ibid## p # 229 to «T# We Eppos 9
f Vole
p * 389 #
10. Ibid., p. 228 to Nicholas Lewis, Ibid., Yol. IY, p. 345.
11. Ibid., p. 915, Elbrldge Gerry, Ibid.,(Ford ed) Yol.VII,p.122(1898
12. Ibid.. p. 919 to Fench Coze, Ibid., Yol. VJ,p. 508 (May 1794)
I
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coercion:"
"War is not the best engine for us to re
sort to; nature has given us one in our
eoemeree which if properly managed, will
be a better instrument for obliging the
interested nations of Europe to treat us
with justice," 15 and "...Those peaceable
coercions which are in the power of every
nation if undertaken in concert and in
time of peace, are more likely to produce
the desired effect." 14
If from the foregoing principles recited from Jefferson,
his ideal state may be speculated upon, it would be something
like this:

It would be a great agricultural and debt free

nation; each person would satisfy hie own needs; little vil
lages would dot the land here and there; excess produce would
secure the needed manufactured products from Europe; and neg
atively, there would be no great cities filled with artisons
and laborers serving wealthy masters of commercial industries;
no sharp class distinctions based on wealth would be present.
He was a farmer', and one might conclude from that he
entertained the so called farmers1 viewpoint of seeing no
special benefit to be derived from an industrial nation, when
their fa.ras nearly supplied all needs and as most frugal
farmers, he could see no blessing in creating a national debt.
Had he lived on the barren hills of Hew England, where the sea
from necessity was the means of llvelyhood, and not on the
fertile plains of Virginia where farming was a productive
15. Ibid., p. 916 to Thomas Pinchney. Ibid.. Vol. VII, p.129
14. Ibid.! u. 919 to Robert Livingston, Ibid.. Vol. VIII, p. 91
(1801).
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ooeepatloa, he probably would have sung praises to the sea
instead of to the soil*

Moreover, he was not the only one

extolling agriculture at this time.
as cleverly as he.

Others.wrote, perhaps,

But it was he who movedG.. the masses and

gained the main office of the land on the basis of such princi
ples as set forth, whether through sincerity or because it was
a highway to the presidential chair; however, the former seemed
to contain some element of sincerity.
In the election of 1800 the Federalists were ousted from
power and Jefferson was chosen president.

At the sane time

many of his colleagues wore ushered into Congress.

This gave

him a working majority in that body.
, Perhaps something of his ideal state could have been
realized had he not been harrassed with the European situation.
The war in Europe continued; the American merchant marine would
go out on the sea'in quest of lucrative centures and their ships
would be attacked and they would deluge Congress for redress,
Bence, on the basis of principles recited from Jefferson, it
should not be surprising if we find him laboring in the midst
of national insult to restrict commerce in the hope of allaying
war»
In 1803 the war between England and France was waged with
greater vigor.

In proportion to the intensity of the struggle,

European commerce fell into the hands of enterprising Ameri■
•'
'
'■ ' 15
cans. For violations of colonial trade rules
and rules of
15. All colonial trade must be with the mother country in that
country's shtp-^tereantlle Rule*

16
war

17
and blockades,

American ships were seized as prizes and

sometimes Americans were killed, or else the ships were hailed
into British admiralty courts, or occasionally not only the
cargo was seized but seamen as well, on the basis of their
being deserters from their rightful country’s navies.

Oc

casionally a native American would be impressed along with
the deserters from the deserters with no ehanee of regaining
18
his freedom.
Madison, Jefferson1s Secretary of State, began to re
ceive complaints from many sources.

Shippers in the ports

of Boston, Philadelphia, New Haven, Port m o u t h and Salem

,

asked that a mission be formed to adjust the difficulties, and
'
' . ■.-■ ■’ ■■■
.
■■■■1®
if need be, they would not shrink from an appeal to arms.
.' "
■■ ■
20
.■
Insurance companies begged for readjustments.
The ministers
of.England and France complained about the American shippers
violating the rules of nations by arming their vessels and
16. Colonial poris closed to neutrals in time of peace could no
be opened Intime of war-Rule of 1756.England involved it agains
France and Spain.Goode taken by a neutral from an enemy's col
ony must first be neutralized, that is, a duty paid on it in
the neutral's port before exportation to Europe-Rule of Neu
tralization.
17. Fox Bloekade, April 1806.England blockaded the English
channel to neutrals trading with France except the U.S. if they
carried home produced produets.Berlin Decree, Hoy.1806.Nap
oleon now emperor of France and in control of most of Europe,
blockaded the whole of the British Isles. Order in Council,Jan.
1807,declared no neutral vessel would be permitted to trade
between two ports both of which being in possession of France
or any of her allies. Channing,History of the U.s.Vol.IV,p.847
376,577.
--------------:
----18.See note 3,p.3.
19. The letters from shippers in these towns are found in the
Appendix df the Annals of Congress 9 Cong.lSess.pp.88Sff,889ff.
20• Compaints of the Insurance Companies are also found in the
Annals of Congress 9Cong. fsess. pp.819ff;878.
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and forcing trade from their colonies.

Mothers,

fa

thers, brothers, sisters, sweethearts, and the indivi
duals themselves begged that something be done to res
cue the impressed sailors from the hardships of the
22
'
British navy.
For relief the president and Congress tried three
things:

embargo, non-Importation, and negotiations.

With respect to the complaints of France against Amer
ican shippers arming their merchant ships, the.govern
ment laid an embargo against ail trade with French San: '
-'25
ta Domingo for one year.
It is noteworthy to observe
in this connection that Jefferson in a message to Congress
quickly resorted to the policy of embargo and recommended
'
24
trade restrictions.
Also, it is just as noteworthy to
see that New England resistance to the principle of em
bargoes was present here.

Five out of eight senators

opposing the embargo
. on trade with Santa Domingo
"
'25
were from New England
and the majority of the repre
sentatives opposing it were also from New England.

21. the correspondence stating such complaints is found
here.
L2i. Ibid,, 8 Congress, 2 Session, p. 1258f. Letters are
foun
wind her
ere in the Appendix of the Annals.
23. Ibid. 9 Congress, 1 Session. Public Acts of Congross, p, 1228.
24. Ibid. p. 86 - '
' '" '
■
■ ;
. : : ...
25. i m . p. 138
26. Ibid. p. 516
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This embargo was not laid to punish France for this
trade was not open to neutrals, but to prevent further
difficulty with France in that the American shippers1 un
lawful actions might eventually bring on war*
To force a settlement with England because of vio
lations of neutral rights partial non-importation of Bri.
87 .
.
.......
. .
.
tish goods and negotiations were resorted to. Congress
passed the non-importation act against England in April,
1806.

This act was to bo used by Monroe, United States

minister in England as a means to secure settlement.

Mon

roe, assisted by Pinckney as minister extraordinary was
to explain the non-importation policy and announce that
it would be abandoned if England would agree to make re
parations for alleded damages v on American commerce and
. ':
‘
88 .■■■■
to renounce the principle of impressing seamen.
The negotiations were not effective

■

The treaty

•

that was formulated (December 1806) and sent to Jefferson
was not even presented to the Senate.

\

It contained no

clause against impressment, and it abrogated the American '^
government1s right to impose a restriction upon the com
merce of England that was not imposed upon that of other
87. Ibid. Public Acts of Congress. t>. 1259.This act was .
passed April 19, 1806. It forbade the importation of
British manufactured goods.
■
.
28. Annals of Congress. 10 Cong. 1 Seas., 7ol.Il, Instr
uctions of Madison to Monroe, May 17, 1806. Augendix,
pp. 8451-65.

16
29
nations.

This latter took away tiint Jefferson regarded

as, his keenest weapon against England.

He feared the

Senators1reaction, were it submitted to them.

They would
30
likely pursue such a course as might result in war.
Moreover, according to MeMester, he was aware that
there was being aroused a strong sentiment in the country
for war by those who were suffering at the hands of Eng
land,

The killing of John Pierce, a helmsman on a coasting

sloop outside the harbor of Mew York City by a British
man-of-war was made tho occasion of mock funerals in eea■ ..' ■■ .
■ 51
port towns to stir up the fighting spirit against England.
Many memorials from shippers, and Insurance Companies and
friends of impressed seamen were pouring into Congress
at this tine entreating that body to do something even if
■ - 52
.
■V
, ;
to declare war.
For these reasons, the treaty was not submitted to
the scrutiny of the Senate lest they disturb Jeffersonfs
peace policy.

It was returned to Monroe end Pinckney (May
33
1807) as a basis for further negotiation.

69. Ibid.hpnendiz. n .2523-33.Taken from the treaty of Dec.51.(06.
30. Ibid, Appendix,p«2570-90.Madison to Monroe and Pinckney
May 20, 1807.
Sl.McMaster, History of the People of the U.S. Vol.IIIp.23S
33. Annals of Congress.*10 Cong. 1 Sees. Vol.II.AppendIx.pp.
2770-90. Instructions from Madison to Monroe and Pinckney,May
20,1807.

Afrout this time Jefferson, wrote in spite of demsnds
for war:
"Wars and sanitations, Indeed, fill
the pages of history with more mat
ter, But more blessed is that nation
whose silent course of happiness fur
nishes nothing for history to say,
. This is what I ambition for my own
country, ”33
At the same time in face of increasing dangers he
further antagonized these who desired war by following:;
a policy that would reduce expenses, He transformed the
navy into one of gunboat*.

The promising -navy that was

begun by the Federalist administrations for the protection
of the merchant marine was stored away or sold to acquire
little inexpensive gunboats as a means for defense, Paine
states that some of them were so small that a cannon had
to be stowed below to prevent capsizing when they ventured
•34
out of harbor.
They might patrol the eeast, but, apparent
ly as a means of real defense, they would be of little value,

Jefferson seemed to think they would be adequate, and

moreover, their cheapness appealed to him.

Inia message to

Congress he praised their inexpensiveness and their efficien
cy as.a means of harbor and.river defense, He recommended
•35
that more of them be constructed.
33# Foleyi
34$ Paine, ____
35. Richardsen,
Vol. I, p. 419,

TTrmr
LaAtoa-feja.
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To Thomas Paine, he wrote $
"I Believe that gwboats are the only
water defense * l e h can be useful to
us, and protect us from the ruinous
folly of a navy." 3 6
This policy together with his general lack of bel
ligerency was causing an opposition to form in Congress
against him that gradually made his program of peace more
difficult to execute as time went on.
The negotiations that Monroe was instructed to con
tinue became complicated from the Chesapeake outrage (June
82, 1807). Outside Norfolk the Chesapeake was attacked by
the British man-of-war, the Leopard, and twenty-one .Amer
icano were killed.

Everywhere, McMaster says, along the

ooast, town meetings were held and pamphlets were written
and distributed such as: "Peace or «Tar," "Peace with Dls37
honor," and so forth.
It become Imperative that Monroe
exact some sort of settlement with England that would sat
isfy those who advocated war.

Hone was arrived at because

of the impressment question, and Monroe gave up leaving
Pinckney in charge end announced M s intentions of returning

58

"

...

to the States.
Events were going from bad to worse, negotiations
.; . 39.
thus, far had failed, newspapers of the day
were proD.618. Jefferso n. Works
fgora°Edfi
37. McMaster. History of, the Peonlo of the U^S. VoUII,p.264
38. Annals of Congress.IQQone.l Sess.VolII, Appendix,2637-41
Monroe to Madison, Oct.10, 1807.
59, Just mere sketches or paragraphs were found in papers state
i

19
claiming that England was about to issue a new order in
council laying most of the coast of Europe under interdict,
and that she had Issued an order that British sailors
serving on foreign ships would be impressed wherever found,
and Monroe brought no good news.

An official letter from

Grand Judge Regnier announced the Berlin Decree would be
40
enforced.
Though this decree was proclaimed by Napoleon
in November 1806, laying the British Isles under blockade,
it was nit enforced in respect to America, because Napoleon
hoped to get America on his side, but since this seemed
unlikely, American ships now were to be lawful prize if
41 .; ;
.
.
found trading with England.
Now, it seemed to Jefferson, there was but one way
to retain peace and that was to keep our vessels and sailors
at home.

Should they venture to sea, the news of their

capture would increase the complaints and make the de
mands for war all the louder.
He wrote shortly afterwards to different folk:
"The alternative was between embargo
and war, and in fact, it is the last
card we have to play, short of war."42
historians such as Mokaster,Schouier, Gordy, and Adams. They
auote National Intelligencer as containing a copy of the new im
pressment orders! McMaster, Hist, of the People of the U.S.
VolII, p.178; Gordy .Hist,of Pol. Part, in U.S. ,p. 46?; Adams
History of the TJ.S. .Vol.W.p.166.
40. Annals of Congress, op.cit.p.1216 A full copy of the let
ter Atiotid here •
41. See note 25, p. 14
42. Foley, op.cit. p.287., Found in letters of Jefferson to
Levi Lincoln. Ibid. (Wash.Ed.) Vol. 7,265 (Mar.1808); to
Benj. Smith, Ibid.,Vol.V, p. 293; to M r .Letue.Ibid.VoIvV.b:584.
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Chapter II
Enacting the Jeffersonian Embargo Policy

In view of recent events Jefferson called a cab
inet meeting, Dec. 17, 1807, and in a word proposed
the embargo which was immediately accepted by the
cabinet members.

He hastily wrote a draft of the

message to Congress, as follows:
,

. •Hapoleon is enforcing the Berlin
decree; England is about to issue a
new order in council tc prohibit the
whole of our trade with France and her
allies* The whole world is, thus, laid
under interdict by these two nations. .
. I f our ships, our sailors, and our
goods are to bo seined the moment they
left our harbor, is it not better to
keep them at home?" 1

Madison attempted to make the message appear more
authoritative.

Ho, therefore, omitted the reference to

the expected order in councils since there was no docu
mentary evidence for it other than M r ® newspaper re
ports.

He then based the necessity of the message on

the copy of the British Impressment Proclamation printed
in the morning's national Intelligencer and on the of
ficial letter of Grand Judge Regaled to enforce the Ber
lin Decree.

He proposed sending these two references :

1. Ad cmaV History of the United States. Vol.IV.an.1686.
The draft
raft was written for Madison to transmit to Congress.
"Draft of Embargo Message." Jefferson, MSS.

2
to Congress with the aeeaage.
The following night Gallatin, Secretary of the
Treasury, reflected upon the effect of a long embargo.
It would reduce the country’s revenue and unfit it for
war should war occur.

Were the embargo limited to a

short time the revenue would not be materially reduced,
and if war come then there was an excess of over eight
million dollars in the Treasury
that purpose.

that could be used for

Accordingly, the next morning he wrote to

Jefferson:
"I think that an embargo for a limited
time will be preferable and less ob
jectionable to Congress. In every
point of view because of privations and
revenue, effect on enemy and politics
at homo, would it be better. I prefer
war to a permanent embargo. Govern
ment prohibitions do always more mis
chief than calculated, • « . as I hope
that England may be induced to treat
us better, I think It entirely ground
less,"4
Jefferson, after receiving the letter, celled an
other cabinet meeting, but apparently nothing was done
for in a few hours the Senate received the message as
originally suggested by Jefferson,
The Senate became active at once.

The message read

in short as follows:
2. Adams. History of the United States. Vol. iv. n. 169
3, Annals of gongress, 10 Cong.l Bess.Appendix,p. 2712,
conTdFnS"‘aTopT5FE.'51.finances.
4* Gallatin to Jefferson,Dec.18,1807,Gallatin, Writings,
Vol.I ,P .568; Adams, History of United Stotes.Vol.IV.n.170
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"From dangers on the high seas to
merchandise, vessels, and seamen,
beeamse of belligerent powere of
Europe, Congress would doubtless
perceive the advantages of an im
mediate Inhibition of the departure
of American ships from ports of the
United States,"5
A secret session was ordered, and the message and
the Rational Intelligencer and Grand J M g e Bfgnier’s
letter were instantly referred to a committee.

John

Quiney Adams from Massachusetts and Gen. Smith from
Maryland were at the head of the committee.

From notes

in Adams1 diary it seemed he entertained grave doubts
as to the propriety of a measure based on the evidence
in the papers sent with the message, but when Senator
Smith said the measure was to be used for further ne
gotiation with England and might help the country to get
rid of the non-Importation act he yielded, supposing the
President had other reasons, and in him his faith was
6
unbounded.
Whether Smith's conclusion as to the purpose of the
embargo was sound or
for the time being.

not eon only be left to conjecture
But it is quite possible it could

be used for negotiating purposes, and at the seme time
it would prevent the capture of American ships and sea
men.

Jefferson did not at the time disclose any reason

5. Richardson. Messages- and Panors of the Presidents.
Vol.I, p.455oir.clt.Annals.p. 12l6
6. Adams, J.i..Diary. Vol.I,pp.492-1;AdamseBenry,
History of the United States.Vol.IV,pp.171-2.
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for it other than protection.
The committee reported a bill to the Senate on the
basis of the message, namely:

"An Act laying an embargo

on all ships and vessels in the port and harbors of the
United States." The rale shleh requires the reading
Y
'
rt , ■
of the bill on three different days was suspended, and
consequently it passed the Senate in four or five hours.
Once during the debate in secret session, Pickering from
Massachusetts, an opponent of embargoes, noted that Adamg
his colleague, favored it and he exclaimed:
"I would not consider, I would not
deliberate; I would act!" 8
Adams and Pickering were bitter political enemies,
and Pickering noted these words to use them later in
removing this friend of the embargo fro*, power.

Conse

quently his absence from the Senate a year later caused
Jefferson to lose one of his strongest supporters in
that body.
When the bill passed the Senate just six opposed
it; one each from Georgia, Pennsylvania, Deleware, Mass9
aohusetts (Pickering), and both senators from Connecticut.
Meanwhile the House had received the President's
message, and they were quite as wrought up as the Senate.
All other business stopped, the galleries were cleared
7. Annals of Congress. 10 Cong. 1 Seas. Vol.lJn.50
8. H o E e r i n g to Gov.Sullivan,Mass. ,Apr.f 3*1808.ef.
New England-Federalism,p.174,op.cit. p:i73 Adams.
9. I h M . , P. 51
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and a secret session was begun.

What was said In their

debates which occupied three days cannot be known ex
cept by what is gleaned from bare records of proceedings
and scraps of information that crept into diaries and
letters.
John Randolph from Virginia and Jacob Crowlnschleld
from Massachusetts vied with one another in an attempt
to be the first to introduce an embargo.

Henry Adame

states the message was no sooner read than they were both

10
on their feet,

but the speaker recognized Randolph, who

proposed that an embargo be laid

on all shipping, the

property of citizens of the United States now in port, or

11
whieh shell hereafter arrive.

He had tried for twp years

12
to have such a measure introduced.
His resolution was discussed but laid aside when
the bill from the Senate arrived.

Crowineehield, defeated

before, immediately moved that the House resolve itself
a Committee of the Whole on the Senate bill.
Amendments to the bill were offered.

Quincy from

Massachusetts, already looking out for Hew England's
interests, proposed a resolution to the effect that fishing
vessels be permitted to continue their pursuits,

nat

urally, the New England vote was heavy for this resolution.
10.
11.
12.
21,

Annals. oo.elt.. p . 1 7S
Annals, op.cit.. p.1216. Dec.10,1808.
Taken from correspondence of Randolph in 1005 and July
1807, in his biography.Henry Adams,John Randolph,pp.181,225
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13
It was passed 82 to 45.

Quincy also proposed that

this act should not abrogate any treaty rights and priv
ileges between title United States and any foreign nations.

'
This was accepted, 75 to 52,

14
and likewise tho Hew Eng

land vote was heavy for its passage.

This was likely be

cause of the fishing privileges enjoyed by the New Eng
landers as accorded in the Jay Treaty of 1794.

Hanford

from New York proposed that the embargo be limited definitely
15
to sixty days. This resolution was defeated 82 to 46.
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Rhode Island, Kentucky, Ohio,
and Tennesee largely obeyed Jefferson’s wishes for on
embargo of unlimited time.

Connecticut and New York voted

largely for a limited act, and the remaining states, New
Hampshire, Georgia, New Jersey, and Vermont were about
equally divided.
On the third day, December 21, the bill passed the
House with but a few mdmor changes as noted in the amen
dments with a vote of 82 to 44.

Representatives from

localities opposing the embargo were all from Connecticut,
Middle Massachusetts and Boston, western New Hampshire,
eastern and western New York, all of Maryland surrounding
the Chesapeake Bay, southern North Carolina ind nearly all
of Georgia.

Kentucky, Tennessee, and South Carolina

voted solidly for it, and portions of others states fev13. Annals, o p . c i t p . 1218.
14. Ibid; p.~T2UJ~
15. TUTU, p. 1219

'

”
.

House Voting on the Embargo,
December 21 , 1807*
For
Cr^-J Against
l.. — .1 Hot voting
\

Location of voting in Penn
sylvania and Georgia not
known.

Johnson, Allen. Union ond D e m o n m n y , p. 1^1 ,

86
ored it as eastern Nevr Hampshire, western and southeastern
Maseaohusettc, and all of North Carolina except a small
portion in the east.

Central Hew York, much of Pennsyl

vania, north New Jersey, and western Virginia cast no
16
votes.
As far as opposition in locality is concerned,
it is noticeable that sections near the seaeoast that
would feel the effects from an embargo opposed it; while
most of the back country sections would not notice it
one way or another, favored it, likely because all back
country folk were Jeffersonian followers.
The representatives according to groups that op
posed the embargo should be understood.

They were the

Federalists and a small group called Republican "fluids".
The Federalists naturally opposed it.

They, as a po

litical group, opposed Jeffersonian principles of govern
ment , but they had economic reasons for doing so.
had the shipping and manufacturing interests.

They

An em

bargo would keep all their ships and trade at h o m e meaning a total lose to them; while being permitted to
leave port, their chances in being captured were about
one out of ten, and any losses they sustained were more
17
than repaid by the exorbitant prices commanded abroad.
The Republican';Quid group is more difficult to
analyze.

Their interests do not seem to be economic,

16. lbld,p. 1281,supplemented from a map f o u ndIn Union
and Democracy by Johnson,p* 198.
17. Hildreth, History of the TTnltafl States. Vol.YI,pp.86,87.
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They were neither shippers nor manofaoturers.

As far as

seeonfiary material discloses, it seems, their ideas Hould
not harmonize with the newer ideas of later Republicans
entering the House.

They were organized under the do

mination of an old leader, John Randolph.

It seemed

to be their aim to discredit the Jeffersonian adminis
tration, to keep Madison, Jefferson's Secretary of State,
from being the nest president because of the impeachment
of Judge Chase and various other acts that did not meet
18
the irritable Randolph's approval.
Other influences
were, states him biographer, that Randolph could not see
his leadership set aside and Jefferson could not share
his with anyone and Randolph's general irritability.

He

was old, sickly and nourished a secret disappointment in
love,

nothing seemed to please him more than opposing

someone.

Bowers, another biographer, states the anti

pathy between Randolph and Jefferson was a family affair.
They were cousins and the aristocratic Randolph family could

10
not look with favor upon the democratic Jefferson.
Whatever the reasons, Randolph and a few followers
played no little role against the embargo policy.

Ho one

of Jefferson's followers in the House had the oratorial
powers equal to those of Randolph and Quincy, the Mass18. Adams. Henry, John Randolph.lili. VI.
19. .Ibid.
20. Bowers,
# Jefferson and Hamilton. Ch. V.
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aohueette Federalist.

They had become in years past

the recognized mouthpieces of the House and few could

21
defy them.
When the embargo bill as favored by Jefferson and
Madison, oeme from the Senate, Bandolph began his work
of opposing the policy, though he had just the day be
fore introduced a similar one of his own, he now con
demned this one as a partial measure, unconstitutional
and a new invention expressly aimed at Great Britain.
When he was asked to explain his abrupt change, he wrote
to his friend, Nicholson, a representative from Virginia,
that the Government was crouching to the mandates of
83

Napoleon,

;

,

and to Monroe ho wrote that he voted against

the embargo for the good it could do Monroe, for he wanted
24
him to be the next president.
On December 22, just four days after Jefferson pro
posed the act, he signed it.

It provided that no ships

nor vessels in the ports and places within the limits of
jurisdiction of the United States cleared or not cleared
should depart to any foreign port or Place excepting
:
. ■ ■.
. 25
foreign phifis. No registered or sea-letter vessel would
be allowed to depart from one port to another unless the
master or owner first give bond in an amount equal to

.

ISias, Ch. V.
■- '■ ■ '
- .. \
&
E f t 'p . 217
25. Ibid.pp. 227 from a copy of a letter to Nicholson, Dec.
84',18077
24. Ibid#, pp, 289,231.From copies of letters to Monroe.
Dec .■ETTiSO? jMar.9,1808.
25, A registered vessel was one carrying trade to foreign
ports; a sea letter vessel carried documents of a neutral
country in time of war.
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double the value of the vessel and eergo and a written
promise that tho merchandise should be landed in some
■ ■■ 10
port of the United States.
No penalty for disobedience
was attached to the act, and nothing wee said about
... *9 *
.
■
coasting vessels Ingaged in trade between ports of the
United States.
Thus the embargo in four days was fastened upon the
country end was to go into effect at once| Henry Adams,
the historian says:
"Of all of Jefferson's pblitical
feats, this was the most dexterous.
His triumph was a political marvel.
On his mere recommendation, without
warning, discussion, or publicity,
and in silence as to the true rea
sons and motives, he succeeded in
fixing upon the country, beyond re
call, the experiment of peaceable
coerdion," 28
In conclusion it may be wondered why the act was
passed so rapidly and just why it was passed at all.
Senator Adams explained in a letter on 1884 why it was
passed in such great haste.
"If there was to be an embargo it
must bo passed quickly to prevent a
number of merchants who in the mean
time, should the bill require ten or
twelve days to pass, would load up
26, Annals of Congress, 10 Cong. 1 Sess. The appendix
gives a iuH"copy of tne act, p. 1222.
27, Coasting vessels wore small vessels engaged in trade
between ports along the coast of the United States.
28, Adams, H. History of the United States. Vol,IV,p,176.
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their vessels with provisions for ten
or twelve months and thus they would
make defeat of the object of the ember?
gS, and they would make great profits;
these that would he taken by embargowould feel hostile to the government ,1129
Just what he meant by the ”object of the embargo"
he does not state.

If he meant negotiation purposes, it

would be quite logical.

As long as Americans carried goods

to England, it would be that much longer before England
would feel inclined to negotiate for the removal of the
♦
-'.
embargo,
Politioials of the time and historians seemed in
clined to believe that Jefferson seemed to have some ul
terior motive in urging the embargo because he stated no
purpose in his message other than for protection, and many
representatives thought that was not sufficient.

The lat

ter did net believe that the rumored orders in eouneil
.*.
:; ' •
played any part. They thought they were being deceived.

.

-

'

•

•

.

■

'

Curtis, a biographer, states the embargo was passed in or
der to negotiate with England,

When Monroe failed in the

negotiatons with England in respect to recent depredations
on American lives and commerce, the English government was
sending Rose over to take up negotiations where Monroe left
■ •;
- '
•
off. Rose was due at any time.
There is a possibility
that eeuld be true, but no direct evidence could be found
•30
to support it as yet,
Ghanning advances the explanation
29. Adams. J. -Q.A m i l a g a , Vol. Ill, p. 171. TO Stophen
Bradley, Sept, 1824;
• •
•
30. Curtis, The True ThomasJeffersonr p, 173,

II
that a strong influence to cause him to pass the enlarge
was agricultural motives.

Jefferson hollevel, Ghanning

states, ;that agrioulturelwas the highest pursuit, and
anything that drew men from the soil was certain to lead
to Regeneration.

If the foreign situation could he used

to abolish much of it, the embargo would he a blessing in
21
disguise.
There'may he some truth in this. His admir
ation of agriculture was pointed out early in this paper.
Both Hadison and Adams testify Jefferson advocated
the embargo to protect American seamen and ships from ex
isting dangers and rumored dangers until the situation
changed in Europe.

Madison wrote in 1824 in response to

am inquiry in respect to the purpose and the basis of the
embargoes*
nTheembargo was recommended without
any official evidence of the Drier in
Council,,, but when it was recommend
ed, -a copy of the British orders of
H o y , 11, 180?, as printed in an English
newspaper, stating them to be ready to
be signed and issued, lay on the Presi
dent's table, From what quarter the
newspaper oaine, or whether known, I do
not recollect, But the measure it
threatened could not be doubted,,.
Historians have misinterpreted the em
bargo and deoried the whole as ineffi
cacious and u s tihworthy substitute for
war.,. That immediate war under exist
ing circumstances was Inexpedient and
that experimental measures short of.war
were-preferable to nated submission,”22
21, C
22. •it__________
Vol. 17. p. 442

., 17, p. 202
IrliingH,

Senator John C. Ada*® wrote Dee, 87, 1807, before
any official statement had time to reach America in res
pact to the British orders:
"Under the decrees of France and Great
Britain dooming to capture and confis
cate all our ships -and cargoes, trading
with either of those powers, we had no
alternative left hut this, or taking
our side at once in the war. . . but
if we let our ships go out without
warning them and authorizing them to
resist the decrees, they must go merely
to swell the plunder of the contending
parties.33
Jefferson himself wrote December, 1807:
"A proclamation of that government
(England) unofficially, indeed, com
municated to us, yet so given out
to the public os to become a rule of
action with them— seems to have shut
the door on all negotiation with us.
• . the whole world is laid under
interdiet by England and France. . .
is it not better to keep our vessels
and seamen at home? This was sub
mitted to the wisdom of Congress." 38
In another letter he explain®.the purpose of the
embargo on the basis of the unofficial British orders:
;

"The embargo keeping 4 1 home our
vessels, cargoes and seamen saves
us the necessity of making their
capture the cause of immediate war;
for if going to England, France had
determined to take them, if going
to any other place, England was to
take them. Till they return to
scene sense of moral duty, therefore,
we keep within ourselves. This

32. Foley, Jeffersonian Cvlopedia,
to John Mason December, 1807, Jeffe
ington ed.) Vol.V.p. 217.

m

gives time. Time may produce peace
in Europe; pence in Europe removes
all causes of differences, till an
other European war, and by that time
our debt may be paid, our revenues
clear, and our strength increased.n 33
It seems quite true from available material that
Jefferson had no ulterior purpose in recommending the
embargo other than protection to American property and
seamen and to avoid war, until the debt was paid and the
country otherwise was better prepared.

They were based

on the rumored orders In Council which were verified
about a month later.

On this basis the result of the

embargo will be developed.

33. J,Q,Adams to John Adams, Dec, 27, 1807, Adams,
Writings. Vol.III,p. 168.
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Chapter III

Evasions and Enforcements
The embargo was not many minutes in force when ex
press-riders with orders from Gallatin to the collectors
were galloping out of Washington mad riding post-haste
toward seaport towns, such as Baltimore * Philadelphia,
New York, and Boston,

By the end of the same week in

which the act was passed, the ports had received the mes-^
sage; then followed a comical scene, aoobrding to KoMaeters.
Suddenly the streets were full of merchants, ship
owners, ship-captains, supercargoes, and sailors hur
rying toward the water front.
the throng and hurried thither.

Then the curious joined
Soon they were all

cheering the little fleet of half-laden ships which,
with all sails spread, was beating down the harbor.
None had clearances.

%eny were half manned.

more than part of a cargo.

Few had

Fleets that just arrived,

rather than,.be embargoed hurried away without breaking
•

bulk.

i

'

Captain® made crews of the first seamen they met

and with a few hurried instructions from the owners,
pushed into the stream.
In Philadelphia, on Sunday following the laying of
1. MoMnsters, History of the 1m m Le of the United States.
7ol. Ill, p.279.
-
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the embargo, the streets ell day long were filled with
flour end food loaded on drays and wagons coming from
every direction, the Delaware was dotted with barges
filled with the seme provisions.

In a day,it is stated,

the price of flour and bacon soared.

The wharf was

teeming with activity, loading boats to sail to the West
2
Indies or elsewhere.
It is quite evident, therefore, that the shippers
and sailors were little appreciative of the protection
afforded by a benevolent government.

Even the collectors

attitude at these ports seemed questionable, continues
S
MoMasters. The strange and unaccustomed activity on
Sunday in Philadelphia was quite ignored by them.

After

the collectors were officially notified they let hours
elapse before they would start in pursuit of a vessel
engaged in violating the new act.

Foreign registered

ships that were to give a bond, were, in a few coses,
permitted to depart without giving such.

Of licensed

ships engaged in the coasting trade upon which the em
bargo laid no restraint, the collectors at the custom
houses made no effort to watch or to inspect the kind of
cargo collected.
Naturally the advantages resulting from the negli
gence of the custom-house officials would be noted and

2 . MoMasterr, o p . o i t . . p . 880~
3. Ibid, p. 230

'

~
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acted upon.

Captains and ship owners whose ships were

employed in foreign trade were hurrying to the custom
house to give up their ship registers to take out li
censes for trading along the coast.

So many licenses

were demanded in Philadelphia that Gallatin became sus
picious and forbade the exchange of any more licenses.
He ordered, too, that when a vessel seemed fitted for a
4
foreign port, it should be detained.
Yet, as I.fcMaeter
soys, the trade went merrily on for it was so simple a
matter for one of the newly licensed ships to be blown
off the coast and for the captain te proceed nonchalantly
5
for a foreign port.
Apparently the new policy was accomplishing nothing.
It was evident its loopholes would have to be amended.
If it were to be used to expedite a settlement with Eng
land, it would have to he in better working order.

Rose,

the English envoy, had arrived December 86, but was
.

-

•

■ ■

.

•

stubbornly remaining on hoard his ship in Norfolk on the
•

■

pretense it would be ordered home.

6
Should he be ordered

to embark he was instructed to utter a protest and re4. McMaster is the only author that records this letter.
Not having the original correspondence between Gallatin
and the custom house officials it can not be verified.
However, the evidence of embargo breaking is so over
whelming that it is not unlikely he did issue sueh an order.
5. Ibid, p. 280.
,
6. Rose based this on Jefferson’s Proclamation of July, 1807
after the attack on the Chesapeake, that all armed ships were
forbidden to land in the United States. Richardson, I/essegas
end Papers of the Presidents, Vol. I, p. 422. Though (Jan- ”
ning, Secretary of Foreign.Affairs of the,British Government
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7
turn.

While he remained on board, a lengthy correspon

dence ensued between him and Madison until he appeared
in Washington, January sixteenth, but in the meantime
the embargo was being hastily emended.
Just five days after the President osigned the act,
Crowinshield, representative from Massachusetts, intro
duced a resolution for the purpose of a more effectual
restraint on the departure of ships with goods for foreign

8
markets.

V

'

Hewton, a Virginian, insisted that such be

passed at once, but Quincy always felt called upon to
9
protect the fishermen.
A representative from Maryland
moved they could not be exempted and he recited several
\ ; V ■
.
•
. . 10
incidents of evasions (told on a preceding page)
end
added!
"Were fishing and whaling vessels :
not included in this act all the .
vessels would speedily become fish
ing and whaling boats." 11
knew it would not be ordered homo. lie had been informed
directly in a letter from Monroe Oct. 23, 1807, that ves
sels carrying dispatches or public ministers from his
majesty’s government would not be denited entrance into
American waters nor denied landing In any port of the b.8.
Monroe to Canning. Annals of Congress.10 Cong.l Sess.Vol.II
Appendix, p.2642. But Canning had his Tory constituents
to please in England who were displeased with Jefferson’s
Proclamation and to embarrass the American government may
have some effect in securing its.repeal.
7. Adams.History of the United States.Vol.IV.p.185.
8. Annals^of^Congress. IQCongress. ¥ session. Vol.I,p .1240
9. If personal material could be collected with respect
to Quincy’s interests,, it might bo found he was an owner
of fishing yachts,
im. p. 34
11. Annals,,op. eit.o. 124®. Mr. Montgomery, Dep.28,1807.
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Qaiaey's resolution was defeated by the embargo, en
thusiasts.

An etaendaent ineladlng fishing Teasels passed

12
the House January 3, by a vote of 73 to 22.

Represem13
tatives from coast states, and Hen England apposed it.
All but five of these opposing the bill are identical to
those opposing the original bargain.

Many refrained from

showing preference either wayj one of whom was Quincy.
The bill was sent to the Senate and acted upon in
secret session and

shortly passed.

It became a part

of the original embargo and immediately enforced*

It

provided that no vessel licensed for the coasting trade
would bo allowed to depart or receive a clearance unless
it, like the foreign registered vessels, gave bond to
double its eargo and a promise to reland the cargo in
some port within the United States; that fishing and
whaling vessels would have to give to four times the value
of the vessel and cargo if they operate on the sea, if on
the rivers £300 for each ton and a promise to reland in
the United States.

As punishment for the violation of the

act, it provided that any vessel acting contrary to the
12. ibidip. 1271
13. Those members opposing the
4 from Mass.
3 from
6
* Conn.
5
"
2
" Tt*
1
"
2
* N.T.
1
"

act were:
Va.
IT.Car,
m.
Ga.
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provisions that ship and cargo would he forfeited, and
if it was not seized, it would for every offense pay a
sura equal to double the value of the ship emd cargo and
never thereafter be allowed credit on goods.

The mas

ter of such vessel and all others poeeeeslng knowledge
of the intended offense would pay a sum between $1,000
14
and $20,000.
This act is known as the First Supplimentary Act#
How neither vessels engaged in foreign trade, n<*
those engaged in coasting trade, nor fishing craft down
to those that procured a license to fish could leave
port unloss a bond was given, and a punishment was at
tached to all offenses.

The only water craft not under

ban were the fishing vessels under five tons burden that
40
required no license.
Co-ordinate with the passage of the last act, Phil
adelphia merchants tried to have Congress except their
15
vessels that were loaded with Sunday*s goods, the goods
loaded Just tho day before news of the embargo reached
them, and before they had time to break sail.

Congress

failed to respond. ~ Mr. Dana from Connecticut made an
other plea for merchants who had begun to wince under
the embargo.

He asked that credit be extended to merohants,

14. Annals, op.cit.. n.28i5 gives a comnlete oouv of the act.
15. Ibid,pp.1278,1887. The petition was submitted by Porter,
Jan ."~4; 1808.
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for the duration of the embargo for paying the duties
due on the Imported goods for the purpose of re-expor
tation.

This resolution, like the other one, received
16
no m>^«lderation.
The amendment to the embargo was not much more than
applied until there was shown need for further restrictions.
Representative Newton, a Virginian, stated in Congress,
February eleventh:
"The restrictions were not yet suf
ficiently strong. Those states in
the neighbor of foreign states had
taken advantage of the provision
excepting fishing vessels of five
tons burden from the general res
triction." 17
He moved then that the Committee of Commerce and Menu-

t

.

features be instructed to determine whether further res
trictions to the embargo were neoeasary to prevent ex
portation or re-exportation of goods from the United
18
States.
Of the members of this committee all but one
(Dana from Conn.) voted for an embargo.

This was an ex

cellent committee to give such a request in order to.re
ceive positive action.

Perhaps this resolution wee hur

ried, for just a week before Jefferson communicated to
Congress (Feb. 4) the official notice of tho existence
c

, .

of the British Orders in Council of Nov. 11, 1807.

'• 1

These

ere the orders on which he unofficially based the reoomp. 1 3 3 2 . Jan.7,1808.
,p. 1599
181 Ibid, Vol*
* II * p. 1599
19.Annais,,oticIt S,Vol.I ,Communication of the Orders to
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mendatton of en embargo.
SO
McMasteffe' work#, the only source aval lable here for
account# of evasion of the embargo laus, reports some In
teresting eases#
bargo.

The farmers had begun to feel the em

In expectation of high prices for wheat, flour,

and pork, because of the foreign demand, they raised
abundance of both, but when the embargo came these pro
ducts became a loss on their bends.

If they lived near

the border of Canada or the seacoast and were not too
honest their lot was not quite so hard as the inland far
mer for two courses were open to them.

First, they might,

if living near the boundary, turn smugglers and huryy
their products over the British line; or second, if they
lived near a stream that led to a port they might load
their products on boats under five tons on which the em
bargo laws had no effect and take them to some spot where
they would be sold to some shipper daring enough to break
the embargo for the tempting profits abroad.
.
On carrying out the first plan a favorite way in
Vermont was to load a dozen sleds on wagons and drive
toward Canada.

A M i l with steep slopes and close to the

Congress, p.104. A copy of the 6rders is given In the oppendix,p.2338. They forbade neutrals to trade between two
ports in possession of France or her allies unless they
first stopped in some English port for search and payment
of duties.
20. MoMSator.History of the People of the U.S.Vol.III,u.293
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boundary line would be selected and a rude hut would be
ereetod on its summit.

The hut would then be filled with

barrels of flour, lumber, pork, and potash.

The hut was

so constructed that when a stone was pulled from the
foundation, the structure with its contents would go
roiling into Canada.

Once there, they became English

property and were quickly carried off.
In carrying out the second plan the products were
loaded on the licensed boats in seme Inland stream.

The

boats gave bond and a promise to reland in the United
States.

They carried their cargo to some port within

the country and landed it.

Then it was loaded in the

boats of less than five tons and carried either to some
waiting vessels outside or to some port.

If it were in

tended for the Cost Indies small boats carried the pro
ducts aefoss the St. Mary's River to Spanish soil, or if
it were intended for England, a British vessel or an

21
American vessel under a British license

sailing for the

Bermudas waited outside the harbor for the cargo; or if
in northern United States licensed boats carried it to
Eastport (Me.) then the little boats took it across the
Paasanaquoddy and from there it reached the Halifax market.
2l. When
were out
turn and
obtained

the embargo was declared, many American vessels
at sea. When they heard of it, rather than re
be prohibited to leave, they remained out and
licenses from England for trading.
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What folk brought pressure to bear upon Congress to
amend the embargo a second time cannot be determined
from the nature of material available, but it might be
supposed, it vras they uho were blind followers of Jef
ferson's principle,they were many of them in Congress,
end there is a possibility that shippers who wished the
blockade and were awarded by the immense profits abroad
by having fewer rivals in the field were in favor of the
measure.
then the bill to amend the embargo was being edted
upon In Congress, Gardenier, a representative from Hew
York, loudly denounced the whole embargo end nil those
who favored it.

While he spoke certain members begged

the speaker to have him cease his harangue; others im
plored he be permitted to continue.

His speech ran

like this:
"The people of this land shall sell
nothing but to each other. All our
surplus produce shall rot on our hands.
God knows what this all means. I can
not understand it. I am astonished
and dismayed. Darkness and mystery
surround this House and this whole
nation. We know nothing. We are per
mitted to know nothing. We sit here
as mere automats; we legislate with
out knowing why; we are told to do
and we do it. We move but why or
wherefore no man knows; we are put
in motion, but how, I for one can
not tell. But, we wish to know what
we are doing— the tendency of the
measure we are called upon to adopt.
If the motives and the principles of
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the Administration are honest and
patriotic, we could support them.
We are treated as the enemies of our
country. Like the Israelites in
Egypt we are told to make bricks
and find our own straw." 22
This speech was followed by one of little less se
verity from Livermore from Massachusetts.

Be quoted the

president's message of December eighteenth to Congress
that caused the laying of the first embargo wherein it
was advised that American ships of the harbors might be
detained in order that sailors and cargoes might be spared
the vicissitudes of war.

He expressed bewilderment how

such a message could be interpreted to prevent the Ver
monters from selling pigs and wheat into Canada and the
Georgians from selling corn and rice to Florida end—
. . if the preventing the sale of
these products to these places was
to bring Great Britain to terms, the
idea was childish'. Congress seems
divided into two elements commerci
al 1st s and agriculturalists and the
latter being unable to see any rea
son why the former should exist." 25
These speeches showed unrest and impatience and
general ignorance of the purpose of the embargo.

They

did not choose to believe it was for protection as Jef
ferson infomed them.

Khen they did not believe that,

they decided they were deliberately kept in ignorance of
purpose.

They seemed to think Jefferson had some ulterior
^ C o n g r e s s , 10th Cong. 1 Sess. .Vol.II.t>.1699ff.

23. Ibid,pp^ 1699ff. Feb.29, 1080.

4S
motive for it which he considered Congress imfo&lifled
*

to know.

*

-

Perhaps he had some ulterior motive unknown

to historians and too ulterior to confide in his moot
intimate letters, for they say nothing in that respect.
If his purpose was solely for negotiating purposes, he
makes no mention of it.

Yet there is no reason why ttie

enlarge could not be used to hasten a settlement with
,.
'
•
England as well as to afford protection to American
sailors and American goods.
Governor Sullivan appeared to be mystified over
the purpose of the embargo, He wrote to Senator Adams
on January twenty-third, after Adams had suggested that
a committee be appointed to determine when the embargo
mi^it be removed.

He wrote:

", . * a suffering community will
thank Adams-for proposing such-an
inquiry, , , but since the legla- '
laturefdid not know why they laid
it, they cannot know when they ought
to remove it, They profess to be
governed by the President’s r-com
mendations, -and they must await his
pleasure,"25
But ardent Jeffersonians valiantlydefended Jefferson
after Card inter1s condemnation of the policy of the admin
istration. They termed Gardinier1s address ;a% rhapsody of
melancholy madness, and they hoped there was sobriety and
£4, Annals . ou. c ^ ..^Yol: I . u. 99. Adams’s resolution in
25j Sullivan to Adams, Jan, 25, 1808, Adams Writings. Vo],
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patriotism enough in the House to labor for the good of
the nation.

One representative rent far enough to ehal26
lenge Gardinier for a duel next day, end it res fought.
Perhaps much of their ardor was due to the nego
tiations that v/ere transpiring between the Secretary of
State and the English envoy*

A survey of these nego

tiation® to reach a settlement are rather necessary here
to show what efforts the Government rao makihg toward pre
serving peace.
Rose finally got off the boat and proceeded to Wash
ington*

His Government sent him over to endeavor to

reach a settlement after the United States government
yielded to England to treat impressment and the Chesa27
peake outrage as separate. Previous to that the United
States government would not separate the two issues.
Rose had intricate instructions,as recorded by Henry
28
Mens.from quotations of letters between Canning and Rose.
They were of such a nature that the United States Govern
ment

was unprepared to meet them.

He v/as on no account

to begin negotiations until Jefferson revoked his pro
clamation of July 2, 1806, against British warships enter.uiv.. vox.II,p7l657. speeches of Baebn from
lams from S. Cor.,Feb. 21, 1808.
Maes.
,pp.2663-6,Correspondence between Monroe
27- I
29,Oet.5,Oct.10,1807.
and C
28. Henry A
, "Istory of the United States. Vol.IY.pp.l79ff,
Instructions to 13
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lug the wetors of the United States.

If he secured that

then the attack on the Chesapeake would he disavowed,
and provision would he made for the widows and children.
For this concession the United States government must
disavow the act of Commodore Barren for encouraging de
sertions, keeping deserters on board and denying they were
29
there; acts, UoMaster stotes^thet were never committed.
This was to be accomplished before Rose was to discuss
reparations for #10 Chesapeake.
Rome had several interviews with Jefferson. 'oMaster
,
*
states Jefferson wanted to reach a settlement so badly
that first ho begged, then he bargained, then he yielded
to Rose causing the former, by revoking the proclamation
against British vessels, to face the charge of inconsis
tency and to sacrifice the National honor.

The only rea

son he did not do so was because he could not disavow t he
act of Commodore Barron when this part of the nlan was

90
divulged.

‘

Rose then took formal leave for home after ac

complishing no more than Monroe.

There has been found no

account of the embargo entering into these negotiations.
So far negotiations availed nothing.
A biographer of Jefferson, without recording any re
ference , recites an incident of intrigue of his to avoid
29. Mobster, History of Peoule of the United States,Vol.Ill,
p. 282
— ----*• — ----- ---------------------- .
■
50. Ibid, pp. 28Sf.
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war which may be worth mentioning here to throw some light
on his desire to continue the embargo.

Ho wrote two messages

to Congress and framed two replies which he wished Congress
to return to him; one public; one secret.

The public re

solution
"pledge the lives and fortunes of the
people to maintain the dignity of the
country against aggressions of foreign
nations and appropriate all the money
in the treasury for that purpose.N
This was to satisfy the belligerent spirit and to im
press foreign notions.

The secret resolution authorized
31

him to purchase peace at any price and provided the money.
The messages and replies were referred to a Committee of
which Randolph was a member#

He is supposed to have sup

pressed the whole affair.
Jefferson wrote rather satisfactorily at this time:
"The immediate danger. . • of a rup
ture with England is postponed for this
year. This is effected by the embargo
as the question was simply between that
and war." 33
again:
". . . the legislature of the nation
has thought it necessary to withdraw
our citizens and property from the
rSpine spreading over the ocean, either
to avoid war, or to prepare for En
gaging in the general contest." 34

____
Ibidlp7356.

s p,288.Jefferson to Chas.
Writings, (V/ash.Ed. )Vol.V,p.266
w
Mar. 1808.
-
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Finally the second bill to amend the embargo passed
85
the House with a vote of 97 to 28,
Those states largely
opposing the act were Massachusetts, Connectlent, Vermont,
Hew York, Maryland and Korth Carloina.

They were prac

tically the seme ones who opposed an embargo in the be
ginning.

It seems to have received some converts for the

original opposition was 44 against 05 favoring it.

Nothing

is known about the action upon the bill in the Senate.

It

was a secret session, no doubt.
The bill, when it became a law March twelfth, for
bade all boats of five tons and under to leave port un
less bonds to twice the value of the boat and cargo were
given and a promise to relend in the United States.

How

these small boats were embargoed tho same as the larger
ones.

Inland boats did not need to give bond unless the

collector wished it.

Export by land was next prohibited.

Every cart, wagon, sleigh or wheeled conveyance so en
gaged, with animals dragging it and the goods contained
was to be forfeited and a fine up to $10,000 was to be
36
exacted.
By this time the embargo was spread over every lake,
bay, and river in the country.

Henceforth this would

mean to be specific, that every market boat that carried
potatoes and cabbage over the river from Hew Jersey to
0 Cong,.1 Sess. Vol. II, p. 1713
Congress, p. 2839
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Mew York; every sloop that dame down the Hudson with
skins and flour; every dugout that fished and dragged
for oysters In Chesapeake Bay; every broadhorn that float
ed on the Ohio River; every sail boat that went out with
a pleasure party to sail or fish must be furnished, if
the collector wished it, with a clearance.
The law sounded very exacting but to enforce it
was another question.

The Canadian border was long; the

streams leading to ports were many, and not all collectors
could be expected to be held by the Jeffersonian prin
ciples.
Events moved rapidly to the adjournment of Congress
at the end of April*

March seventeenth the President com

municated to Congress that France and Spain had passed
37
more restrictions against neutrals• Napoleon issued the
38
Milan decree Dec. 17, 1807
and the Spanish government
39
issued a similar one Jan. 3, 1808.
To what extent
these restrictions would effect American vessels it was
40
not known yet.
The President said in his messages
37. Ibid, p. 170
38. Ibid. Appendix, pp. 1667-73, Correspondence between
Madison and Armstrong, the American minister in Paris,
relative to the Milan Decree from Dec. 27, 1807 till Feb.
17, 1808. A copy of the decree is found on p. 1751. It
ordered the seizure of every neutral vessel that stopped
in an English port and submitted to search and payment of
duty.
39. Ibid, a copy of this decree is found on p. 17581
40. Ibid, p. 1773. The U.S. Government was trying to have
her vessels excepted. Napoleon said that he would see what
exceptions could be made. Armstrong to Madison,Feb.22*1808.
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"The decrees and the previous orders
of the British Government, taken to
gether, want little of amounting to a
declaration, that efery vessel (neutral)
found on the high seas, regardless of her
cargo or destination, shall be deemed
lawful prize; and they prove more and
more the expediency of returning our
vessels, our seamen, our property
within our own harbors until the dan
gers to which they are exposed can be
removed or lessened," 41
When this message was coraaunleated, Livermore from
.

.....

.

••

New York, proposed that the entire embargo be removed
since its futility was evident In bringing about better
:
48
''
. '
relations with Europe,
He did not seem to take into
account that all these restrictions against neutrals
were all declared before the embargo was passed or in
the ease of Spain before that country had time to hear
about it.

Therefore, they were not declared as retal-

Itory against American measures as Livermore and others
seemed to think.

In his speech he used those orders and

decrees as a reason to abandon the embargo policy; while
the president and others used them to show the wisdom
of the policy. Livermore1s resolution was defeated 84
43
to 24.
The New England representation largely voted
for its acceptance.
«

41. Ibid, pp. 170-1
42. Ibid, p. 1850, March 18, 1808.
43. Ibid, p. 1854.
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Liremore *s suggestion of abandoning the policy
*ast hare alarmed Jefferson for almost immediately he
framed a message to Congress reminding them of the Ches
apeake affair and the recent disposition of France to
ward America. He enclosed the unoueoeseful negotiations
44
with Rose for settlement of differences with England to
show Congress,.no doubt, that since negotiations had
failed there were no means left to avoid war with England
other than the embargo.
In spite of government!! 'prohibitions, embargo
'
■
>
breaking continued. MeMaster, ©gain the only source o.

valiable in this connection states that this last act
turned whole communities into smugglers and embargobreakers for now there was scarcely a way for evasion
at such convenient places as Detroit, Buffalo, Lewiston,
Soohetts Harbor and around all Lake Champlain— in feet,
the whole frontier from Eastport to Michilimacinaw be
came centers of smuggling and embargo-breaking.
MoMaetor seems to have discovered this information
in letters from these centers declaring the elaborate pre
parations engaged in for the purpose of evading the em
bargo laws as an example in Vermont, produce of every
sort was collected and deposited on the shore of Lake
Champlain.

Timber was felled for raft construction and the

moment the ice was gone the produce was to be loaded on
44. Ibid, n. 1869. Jefferson’s message to Congress. Mar.
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the rafts to float down the lake to Canada,
When the President learned of this it became an issue.
Be issued a proclamation against the rag*) n on April 19,
as follows:
. . Information has been received
that sundry persons are cohfederetlng
on lake Champlain and adjacent country
for the purpose of forming insurrections
against the authority of the laws of
the Halted States. . . Sweh insurgents
must disperse at once and retire peace
ably to their abodes• . . I command all
officers having civil or military auth
ority. . * to quell sueh insurrections.
. . . " 46
McMaster states the President received a reply from
one of the chief participating towns to whoa the procla
mation gave offense.

The inhabitants of St. Albans as

sembled in town meeting and prepared an answer.

They

told the President that stoppage of the ocean trade had
ended the sale of potash and lumber in the maritime states;
that the men whom he was pleased to aceuyro of forming in
surrections had then opened a trade with Canada lest they
suffer for the ve r y necessities of life; that as the
purpose of the embargo was for the protection of American
seamen, ships, and goods, on the high seas, they were at
e of the United States.
457, Scfeaster. History of the"
Vol,
46. Annals of Congress, 10 Cong. 2 Seas. p. 529. On Nov.
25, liOS, tHe senate called for a copy of the presidential
proclamation issued April against embargo breaking around
Lake Champlain. A copy of the proclamation as forwarded t?
Congress is found on p. 580. of the source.
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a loss to know vfoy land trade had been embargoed\ that
they were astonished to be called In a state of Insur
rection; and that they wished the act of March twelfth
47
might be suspended.
Another kind of embargo-breaking oemo to light.
Williams from North Carolina related before the House
the ease of a daring shipper In his own state and .added
that the embargo ought to be more rigidly enforced.

This

shipper loaded his ship with 500 hogshead or rum to be
landed in New Orleans.

The collector becoming suspicious

that so much rum would b e shipped from North Carolina,
investigated the cargo and discovered the rlee Intended
for Havana and rum to be procured there to land In New
48
Orleans.
These violations of the embargo laws stirred Congress
into action and a bill was framed In the Senate to meet
the situation and added to by the House as violations in49
creased.
In the meantime giving the president the authority
to suspend the embargo should conditions permit, during the
ensuing recess of Congress without calling a special ses
sion for that purpose

was discussed and debated for eleven

47. MoMaster.oo.cit., p. 297T
48. Annals of Congress, 10Cong.lSess.Vol.Il,p.2259.Apr11' 22,
1808BicSasteF.HTgtoyy of the People of the U.S.Vol.Ill,p.296
49. Ibid,Vol.I,p,361.Introduced in the Senate by Smith from
Maryland,Apr.14,1803.ond amendments added by the House Ap.22,*08
50. Ibld.VollI. p e2065.Introduced by C.W.Campbell from Tennessee
April, 8 , 1808.
.
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days.

During that time the vdiole European situation was

gone over.

Jefferson was censured for refusing to accept

or even submit to the Senate the treaty with England of
1806.

Randolph brougt* up the question of Congress having

no authority to lay an embargo, and then it tediously de
bated whether or not so much authority over so momentous
"
" "
'
'
.51
a problem should be placed in one person.
In the

midst of it Culncy (Boston) reed petitions from

five towns in Massachusetts showing how fishermen
suffering under the embargo.

were

According to Ouiney their

lamentations were of this tenor:
"Their soil is sandy and miserable
and they must depend on no other oc
cupations than fishing for support
and the produce of their labors was
consumed in ibreign ootratrles. They
prayed that they might send their
fish to Europe and if this be denied,
the Secretary of the Treasury would
buy their fish." 52
These petitjonsmorely served to prolong the debate.
The fishing situation was considered along with the

55
original problem.

Many agreed that the embargo was the

cause of suffering among those folk.

Burwell from Vir

ginia threw different light upon the fishing question
and rather well Interpreted the whole situation when he
declared their woe was net due to the American restriction
51. Ibid, pp. 2083-£171: 2196-2241.Debates in the Mouse
in respect to centering authority in the President to
suspend the embargo.
52. Ibid, p, 2070.April 11, 1808
53. Ibid, pp.2071-2070.
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trot to European blockades, for rtiiere rould the fisherman
sell their fish If the embargo were lifted? They could
54.
not land them In Europe.
In thet respect it seems that
the European blockades could be blamed for causing suffer
ing and Inconveniences as well as the embargo.

It is true

the embargo could cause inconvenience, but just how much
suffering it was causing has been theorized upon to a
great extent by some historians, and; just how much wes
actual is a hard point to determine.
The House was brought baek to the original question
by the Senate sending in a bill granting the same power
that the House had been hesitating for days to grant.
This bill, authorizing'the President to suspend the""
embargo if the foreign situation permitted until the next
assembling of Congress, passed the House April nineteenth
55
with a vote of 33 to 60.
It is difficult to come to any real conclusions In
respect to the voting on this question except that more
of the number who did not want an embargo wanted the
President to have authority to suspend it.
mostly Hew Englanders.

They were

Whether they thought that it

was better to hove it suspended by the President than
to come the long distance to Washington were* Congress as54« lbIdip« 2070.April 11. 1808.
55. H E , p. 2240 ■

~

’
_ ;_ ■
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oenbled for that purpose and he subjected to endless de
bate can only be left to supposition#
Though Congress armed the President v?lth the power
to suspend the embargo, it also tightened it before it
adjourned.

This act to further restrict the embargo pas add
56
the House with a vote of 26 to 75.
Representatives from

Maryland# Virginia, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
York voted heaviest egainst it.

Vermont outstanding

in embargo-breaking for some inezplainable reason east
one vote for it and none against it.

Perhaps she was

benefltting too well under the system through smuggling
and embargo-breaking riot; to went it tightened.
This act, to prevent any more ships trying to depart
with rice under the name of rum, stipulated that In odder
to obtain a clearance all loading must be done In the
presence of a revenue officer, to prevent the vessel from
touching a foreign port as In the case of the one planning
to stop in Havanna, it was necessary to obtain special
permission from the President to sail if the vessel’s trip
j

was in any way near foreign territory; to prevent smuggling
goods into Canada along the border, the collectors were
empowered to seize unusual deposits of food and lumber as
a further precaution commanders of public armed vessels
and gunboats, and masters of revenue boats and cutters were
56.'Ibid, -p. 2268

'

:

'
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bidden to stop and search any vessel belonging to an
American citizen whom they might believe were engaged in
illegal tradd.

In this act no boat or ship of any kind

large or small could navigate any body of water of any
kind, ferry boats alone accepted, till a manifesto of the
cargo had been given to a collector and a clearance for
twenty cents was obtained.
#?
penalty was attached•

To all these prohibitions a

This last act could cause much annoyance and expense
especially for those people whose business it was to sup
ply the towns with provision#.

?'any of these people lived

far from a collector, and the town they supplied may be
in a different district.

It would moan first a trip to

their collector to secure clearances and give bonds before
proceeding to their marketing town.

Then upon their re

turns, repeat the trip to the collector to present a cer
tificate of landing and have the bonds cancelled.
Just before Congress adjourned, representative from
Georgia,Bibb, proposed that all members anpeer next ses58
sion in clothing manufactured In their country.
This
suggestion seems to show the embergo was promoting man
ufacturing.

It is not unlikely since 1t was difficult

to procure certain needed commodities from foreign mar57. Ibid. Public Acts of Congress, n. 2870.
58. Ibid, p. 25285. April 25, 1803.

Tcote, and shipping no longer offered a very lueratlve
Investment as an outlet for capital* and manuf act bring . . ,
■'
■
....
■
•
might. However* there is no first hand report from which
.

..

.

to draw conclusions, hut second hand material states
home manufacturing made great strides under the embargo
regime.

■

■

'■

Though Bibb’s resolution received nothing but ridi
cule in CongressMoHaster states this incident, though
trivial, stirred up much national interest and was men
tioned in the legislatures of almost every state in the
■ " ■ *59
'
x
- •■
: '
Union.
With the affairs of the country turned over to
Jefferson alone whom Congress authorized to suspend
the embargo if conditions permitted, and with the
T h i r "Su-oul ementary:"Act fastened upon the nation, Cong-r-

t

*1

'

.

.

ress adjourned "until Hovemher,
I
.
.,
.. '
Jefferson wrote:
■
I

-

■

” Congress authorized me to suspend
the embargo whenever uhe belligerents
. should revoke their decrees and orders
as to us. The embargo, therefore,
must continue until they meet again
unless a change occurs in Europe,
When they meet again and the blockades
are still in force the question which
they will have to decide will be,
whether a eontinuenee of the embargo
or war will be preferable."60

59. MoHaster, History of the People of the TTniten States.
yor.in. p. 299,
60. Folev. Jeffersonian Cvclo-pedia: p, 288, Jefferson to William Lyman, April 180b, Jefferson, WritInga. (Wash. Ed.)
Vol. V. p. 279.
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The summer following seemed to be a very important
one in that it determined the ineffieaey of the etibargo
and the declining papularity of Jefferson.

Since he

would be less hampered with legislative influence to do
almost as he willed, he was determined to make the em
bargo a success himself, whereby England and France would
come to terms in order to receive American good®.

Inci-

dently, hi® popularity, if he cared for it, would be
restored, and there is evidence that he eared.
To attain this end, licMaster states, he forgot all
about law and took to himself powers such had they been
assumed by the Federalists, he would have been the first
to condemn.

He made himself a censor.

He put whole

towns under ban, made himself commissary of the nation,
and declared what and how much people should eat.

Such
61

acts naturally a roused resistance m e n s different people.
ills first act, as is found in letters of Jefferson
to Gallatin, was to send a "follow up" circular to the
collectors of the customs because he feared the Third
Supplementary Act was not stringent enough.

Ho more ship

ments of pot and pearl ashes, of flaxseed, of lumber, of
navel stores, of flour or food of any kind were to be
allowed unless undoubtedly wanted for consumption at the
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place to which they were shipped.

Following that he
the U.S. Vol.III, p. 303
$5;387. Hay 6 and 16,1808.

addressed letters to the Governors of the several states
suffering them to grant permits to respective merchants
to bring In just so much flour as might be needed to
;

■

■

,

65

.

. ' . :

prevent a bread famine.
Jefferson may have been influenced to do this since
he had time to hear that American ships would not be ex
empt from capture under the Mils* decree as somewhat un64
derstood before.
On April seventeenth Hapoloon Issued
what is known as the Bayonne decree directing all Amer
ican vessels found in French ports to be seized on the
basis that they wore denaturalized since they submitted
65
to British search. This, however, is merely supposition
i

-

since there is no evidence of the date that Jefferson
received the notice, but there is evidence of the date
66
when the message was sent from France *
These permits were easily granted, and before long
Gallatin heard that Governor Sullivan of Massachusetts
had grossly abused the privilege,

Gallatin wrote to

Jefferson:
"Gov. Sullivan’s permits received at
the treasury to this day. * . amount
to altogether 57,250 bbl. of flour.
65. Ibid, p. 389. Jefferson sent a conv of this circular to
Gallatin Hoy 16, 1808.
64. See p .48 this chapter.
65. Aimals^of Congress. 10 Cong.^2 Sess. Annendlx p. 1755
66. See note above.

*

*
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t
. '

129,400 bushels of corn, 2000 bushels
of rice, end 560 tierces of rice.
Amongst the permits there ere some
for persons residing in Alexandria and
Georgetown, of whom he could know nothing. One other governor Issued permits for 4000 bbl. of flour and the
other governors issued none. " 67

Jefferson followed this report with a letter to
Governor Sullivan forbidding him to issue more permit#
68
for ipporting provision® from the various other ports.
Governor Sullivan answered this letter in somewhat
the same tenor as the people at St..Albans answered him
sometime ago.
•’Massachusetts did not raise sufficient
products Ibr her people and stock. Were
flour for human# and c o m for hor###,
cows, end pig# not imported from ports
whore an over supply of these products
were produced, Massachusetts from on#
end to the other in three weeks would
be a scene of mob violence, riots, and
convulsions. Tour enemies would have
additional triumph, end your friends
would suffer new mortifications.” 69
In South Carolina, it seems, that the legality of the
circular Jefferson had Gel la tin send the collectors was
tested in the courts.

Offense was taken when the collector

at Charleston refused to permit a certain vessel to depart
whose owner advertized for freight free in order to get
weight in the vessel which he wished to take for a cruise
67. IGld.p. 394. Gallatin to Jefferson. July 15. 1008. .
68. McMaster, Hist, of People of the U.S. Vol. Ill, p. 301
mention# this letter and'"states tEe"*original is found In
Jefferson's T/orks (Wash.Ed.) Vol. V, p. 317.Jefferson to
Governor Sullivan, July 16, 1808.
69. Ibid, p.SOlf, etlso mentions this letter,Sullivan to
Jefferson, July 23, 1808.
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lest

to ram

rould destroy it during its enfcreed idleness.

The owner applied for a raandaaras and the caso was carried
to the circuit court where the judge, a friend of Jefferson,
decided that the circular was illegal and the mandamus
should be issued since it was the collector acting under
the law and not the executive to decide what should leave
the port of Charleston.

However, the Attorney General

helped Jefferson in his mortification by stating the Cir
cuit Court had no power to issue a mandamus, and he gave

70
this opinion to smooth over the situation.
MoMaster states Jefferson ignored Gov. Sullivan*s
explanation of the needs of Massachusetts,

fihen Nan

tucket (Massachusetts) appealed for leavo to bring In
food, he refused saying they would have had no need of
71
it had they not previously smuggled all their food away.
In this connection, McMaster records; Jefferson wrote
to Gallatin at different times in respect to similar appeals:
**The next petition will be for ves
sels to go to Hew York for Pippins
of that state because they ore higher
flavored than the seme specie of ap
ples growing in another state.” 72
"You know I have been averse to let
ting Atlantic flour go to Hew Orleans
merely that they may have the whitest
breed possible," 73
*0. MoMaster,.relates the incident and states theentire
Oct.17,1808.
pp. 302ff.
. 259. Adams
_ , Him tucket,
Nov* 13, 1808. found in Jeffersonk Writings. Vol.V.p. 387.
72. MoMaster, op.cit., p. 308.Jefferson to Gallatin,July 12
73. Ibid. , p. 303T'Jbfforson To Gallatin* Sept. 9, 1808.

*08 .
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These rether flippant remarks show either one of two
things, that is, ho did not or would not see the sup
posed seriousness

of the actual situation, or else the

situation was not serious end he knew it and, therefore,
eould easily afford not to be influenced by the various
petitions to do as they requestede
actual situation was

Just how serious the

cannot bo determined without first

hand reports and they are not available.

Historians

disagree to the seriousness of the situation, and, perhaps, their opinion Is but relative.
So strenously was Jefferson laboring for results
that in u letter to Gallatin he announced a principle
for practice similar to the attainder.

He stated:

"any person who applies to leave port
regardless how above board the appeal
may be now, if they were suspected of
having broken the embargo under pre
tended distress, their request will
/be,denied*f4
:
When Gov. Tompkins ( Hew York) informed Jefferson
that open insurrection existed there, the President
answered by offering to take into United States service
the militia find begged Gov. Tompkins to lead the troops
in person.

He thought it important in example to crush

those audacious proceedings*
74. Homester,
.IV,
Jefferson, writings. (Wash.Ed.) Vol. V. P. 343
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The towns received no relief from their petitions,
and when the president had the coast and border®
patrolled, they made embargo breaking an arned pro
cedure.

If the accounto recorded by historians of

this oeriod ere exact, shots were exchanged between
76.
smugglers and tho patrol and blood was often shed.
In tils way, it seems, the president battled his way
through the Congressional recess, making both
Federalists and Republicans alike hate him.
To Gall? tin he wrote:
"I did not expect a crop of so
sudden and rank growth of fraud
and open opposition by force could
have grown up in the United
States." 77.
Rational and State elections were in order for the
summer and fall of 1800, and they piny on inportent
part in rendering it difficult to present a closer
' tv

analysis of the summer even from the recorded writings
of prominent ren, because the country was being rooked
by election propaganda,

k presidential campaign was

being promoted as well as the election of Rational
Congressmen and state officials.

Each faction pro-

,

acted their candidates on the basis of their position
on the Embargo, end consequently the e©untry was flooded
76. Homester
United states,
Vol. Ill, pp
States, vol. IV. pp. 236,7,
W . Foley, Jefferson Cyclopedia , p. 292, Jefferson,
Writings, (Was!
3h. od.)i Vol, V.| p. 336, Sug, 11, 1808.
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with exaggerated accounts of the suffering sensed by
the Embargo and the absurdity of tho policy, or
conversely a denial of tho suffering and the wisdom
78
of the policy*
These elections distinctly chow a m t her thing,
that is, the Republicans, because of the embargo,
were losing ground.

Channing states that the

Republicans majority in the Congress,meeting In the
fall of 1809, would he seriously diminished; yet they

79
w « * M have a working majority.

J. Q. Adams, a strong

Republican leader In the Senate, was one ousted from
that body by the political handiwork of his colleague
80
Pickering. Uhen Adams saw his defeat end how managed,
W . The foregoing statements are concluded ^rom quotations
from letters of Randolph, Pickering, Gallatin, Adams, and
Jefferson, used by such authors as: Adams, H* History of tl
sd States,
United
States. Vol. IV. pp. 237-42*283-7. Channing,.
?!
f f , Channing, History of the
397 ff. McMasterT
V@l, III, pp.
States. Vol. II, pp. 189-194,:
204-205.
79, Channing,
, p. 223.
80. Pickering c ^ i l e F onGa ^extensive correspondence with
political leaders in Mass, for the purpose of influencing
tho electorate against Adams, Adams vastly overshadowed him
in political pibwer. Pickering sed, as his excuse for his
removal, the embargo which Adi :s favored. The Enfcargo would
lead to war. If war came it would fall hardest on Hew England,
Therefore, he conveniently conceived it his duty to use all
his'forces to prevent war. Adams, J. 0., Writings. Vol. Ill,
pp. 827-9,

EByW’i?!;

r

he resigned in the Gimmer of 1808,

When Congreao met in

November* hia lack of support for the embargo was a
handicap,

there were five candidates for the Presidency

for awhile#

All but one declared themselves averse to

the Jeffersonian embargo policy.

Yet this particular

•one, James fcadison, designated by Jefferson and a follower
of his principles, was elected,

when the electorial

votes were counted it was found Madison received 128 out
of the 175 votes cast.

s t a t e s Henry Adams.
quid

This was due to two caurses,

F i r s t , th e o p p o s itio n . F e d e r a lis t s and

Kepublieano, failed to concentrate their strength

on one man instead of four.

Second, most state legislatures

chose the presidential electors and officials to the
legislatures before the embargo was so unpopular.

Thus

more Republicans than Federalists were elected to those
bodies who would have control over designating electors.
.

......

'

..............'

Most state legislatures had that power.

*1

Besides it was

somewhat understood that KadiSon, were he elected, would
'
82.
abandon the embargo for non-intercourse.
Delaware and
/
all the Hew England States except Vermont voted en masse
for rivals of Madison.

Why Vermont selected Madison,

without a single exception, is inexplainable so far except
i'
' %
61. Aifams, H . , History of the United States, Vol. IV% on.
284,5.
82. McMaoter, History of the People of the United States,
Vol. Ill, p. 321
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that Vermonters were reaping great profits from the Embargo
through a system of smuggling.

All the other states cast

their votes for Madison except half of Mew York and a small
83
part of Maryland and north Carolina.
as indicated before, the election of a Republican

president does not show that the eommtry as a whole was
still wedded to the Embargo policy.

The reaction of many

different folk in the proceeding summer, as discussed, ratter
well illustrates the dissatisfaction arising with respect
to the Republican measure.

By the end of the summer, the

president, the originator of large scale embargo, was weary
of his experiment and became dumb on the subject much to
the distraction of the assembling Congress.

He simply

withdrew his leadership, and, thus, he left that body to
toss about without guide or anchor as will be seen.
His annual address to Oengress gave no elue to follow
in pursuance of the embargo, the problem uppermost in many
people’s mind.

In this address he rehashed the relations

with France and Great Britain; summed up what had been done
for defense as increase in militia and gunboats; noted the
constant decrease in the public debt and suggested that
surplus money be used for roads, canals, and education.
On the embargo he merely said that under the continuance
oC
55% Annals of Congress, loCong. 2nd sess. n. 344.
Counting the electoral votes in Congress, Feb. 8, 1809.
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of belligerent measure the best course to act upon rested
84
with the wisdom of Congress. He excused Mr,self for this
omission a month later in a letter wherein he said*
“I do mot think it right to
propose measures that my
successor will .have, to- carry
out." 85
Congress seemed dumbfounded at such a change of
attitude.

The part of the address that related to foreign

affairs was given to a committee of which Campbell, from
Tennesoes, was chairman.
lose as to what to do.

Campbell apparently was at a s
Hollas ter and Henry Adams state

he turned to taadisoa for help, and hadison with Gallatin

86
appealed to Jefferson.

Gallatin wrote to Jeffersont

*#..considering the temper of
the legislature, it would be
eligible to point out to
members of the legislature
some precise and definite
■ . course. .
As to what that should be
we may Act all agree...But
I think that we must or
- rather you must decide the
question of continued embargo
or war absolutely, so that we
may point out a decisive plan
s C T'Sid., pp. I l f l - r e s i d e n t s annual address to Congress
MOV. 8, 1808.
85. M e m o ter.
Vol. IV, D. 3 1 8 . JeffersorTto
arson.
Vol. Ill, p. 318| Adam¥7 HenryT
Vol. TV., p. 370.

d States,
n l t e d States
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either v/ay.**n 87*
noth Me*aster and Henry Adams state Jefferson positively
88
refused to present any course for Congress to follow.
Sf
dallatin then wrote a report which Campbell submitted
to the Mouse awhile later* and at that time this report
will be considered.
Meanwhile, members in both Houses were wildly intro
ducing contradictory measures at random in respect to the
90
embargo. Hillhouse, a senator from Coimeetieut, and
91
Chittenden, a representative from Vermont, asked for the
immediate repeal of the measure; Giles, senator from
92
93
94 re
Virginia, Jackson and Macon,
representatives from Vir
ginia and Worth Carolina respectively, moved that the
embargo be better enforced; Mumford, a representative from
96
lew York, asked for partial repeal. One suggested that
the names of all those who disobeyed the embargo be
96
published } another that all trade be established except
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.

Gallatin, Writings, Vol. 1, p.4&8, Mov. lb. l M 6
McMaoter, 0£. cit., p. 318; Adams, H. p. 370.
Gallatin, op. cit., pp.435, 46. liov. 1808
Annals of Congress, 10 Cong. 2. sees., p. 16, liov. 11, 1808
Ibid., p. 474, Mov* 10* 1808
Ibid., p. 16, Mov. 10, 1808
Ibid., p. 482, Mov. 11, 1808
Ibid., p. 498, Mov. 17, 1808
Iold.§ p . 486, Mov. 14, 1808
m o m s ter, History of the People of the United States,
Vol. Ill,
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with England and France; Another that trade be opened up
98
with the west Indies; and other asked that all orders
issued by the President during the summer be sent to.
Congress and all notices of orders and decrees be,

99
likewise, sent.

.

.

.

.

In the midst of all Livermore read an

appeal In the Mouse from the Legislature of Massachusetts
.

.

.

100

asking for the immediate repeal of the embargo•
Both houses debated the resolutions calling for a
repeal of the Embargo#
no longer secret.

The sessions in the Senate were

Sen. Hillhouee supported his resolution

on the basis of the embargo accomplishing nothing but
hardships in America and in Europe, it had no effect.

It

could not affect England, as that country as master of the
sea, had the whole world before her from which to secure
products.

America therefore, was negligible; France was

not affected or that government would not have issued the
Bayonne decree*

It had no e.ffect upon encouraging

manufacturing, as some thought, as that industry was un-

101
suitable to the peculiar habits of the American people.
07. Annals, op. cit. p. 49d. Introduce# by Cook, representative
from m s s . , Nov. 16, 1808.
98. Ibid,, p. 487. Sawyer, representative ffom Mo^ Carolina,
Bov. So, 1808
99. Ibid., p, 16,478, White, senator from Delaware, M o t . 11,
1808; Elliott, representative from Vermont, Zov, 10, 1808.
100. Ibid; p. 496, Also the Mass* Upper house sent a like
appeal to the United States Senate., p. 128, sane source.
101. Ibid., pp. 20 ff. Nov. 21, 1808.
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Senator white interrupted to support H i 2Jhouses* charge
against England by reading a letter from the British
Secretary of foreign Affairs who stated that the English
'-X

Government looked upon the embargo as a municipal

102
measure affecting no one but the United States.

'

‘

Senators Giles from Virginia,Mitchel from hew York,
Crawford from Georgia, resisted repeal.

They said the

embargo had protected all American shippers except the few
who disobeyed the sot, as for example those that were
seized in the port of France under the orders of the
Bayonne Decree,
declared.

It served them right, these senators

They had no business trying to carry products

and paying tribute to England according to the last order
in Council, or if they did not do that they took out
British licenses and continued to trade instead of returning
103
to America and patriotically remaining at home.
The
104
repeal was voted on and defeated 25 to 6.
Only some
Hew England senators and one senator from the Federalist
105
controlled state, Delaware, dared to vote for repeal.
The House went over the same question saying about the
102. Ibid., p. 52. The Appendix, pn. 1610 ff. contains a
copy o f the letter. Canning to Pimekney, Sep. 23, 1808.
103. Ibid., pp. 63 ff.
104. Ibid., p. 230. Dec. 3, 1808.
105. Both of Massachusetts (Sen. Adams, when he resigned,
was replaced by a Federalist) and Connecticut*8 senators
and one senator from each Hew Hampshire and Delaware cast
votes for repeal.
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same things as the Senate#

In the end the resolution to
106
repeal the embargo was lost by a vote of 71 to 42.
The same group that had voted all the way through against
the embargo voted for its repeal, namely Uev/ England and

a few others scattered through Mew York, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina.
The Mouse*o attention was then drawn to C)mpbell*8
report on foreign relations and the embargo prepared by
107
Ua11atin as previously mentioned.
It began with the
examination of the reasons for issuing decrees and orders,
and it rehearsed the history of each restriction passed
by Congress, and then proposed that the Government must do
one of three things: fight, submit, or continue the embargo.
Me concluded with three resolutions: first, that the
United States cannot without a sacrifice of their rights,
honor, and independenee submit to the late edicts of
Great Britain and France; second, that it would be well
to shut out from the ports of the United States the ships,
goods, and merchandise of Sngland and France and any power
obeying the degrees and violating the lawful eeasneree and
neutral rights of the United States; third, the country
106. Ibid., p. 513. Mov. 21. 1808.
107. pp. 71,72, this chapter
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ought to be put at onoe in a more comolete state of
108
defense*
This Report, it is noticed, does not
particularly advocate continuing the embargo *

.

when the resolution® were debated the whole field of
grievances was gone over and dwelt upon as* the killing
of Fierce, the attack on the Chesapeake, the different
orders and decrees, the burning of Copenhagen by the
Englieh, the conduct of Mew England, the conduct of the
President, the unconstitutionality of the embargo, the
charge of British and i'rench influence, the spirit of *76,
and the rush of speculators tro hiy up salt, dry-goods,
molasses, and sugar, the moment the embargo was laid
.. ■
- IQ#
to hold for high prises#
Duringthis long discussion
shameful confessions of Republicans from Virginia, Berth
Carolina, Kentucky, Georgia, and South Carolina, were
voiced who were afraid to go to war.

Some examples arc*

"Meet the navy of Great Britain on the seal

The very idea

110
of ouch resiotanee is too idle to merit consideration."

-

■

_

'

]

"If we have war our towns will share the fate of Copenhagen."
"Arming our merchant ships is the same thing as declaring
war; and are we ready to plunge naked and unarmed into a
1 0 8 . Annals, op. c l t . o n . £14-^1. hoy.
1808
109. ibid., speeches in the House from Bov. 22 to Dee. 17,
1308, pp. 530 to 895,
110 Ibid, p. 556. Alston, Horth Carolina, Bov. 29, 1808.
111. Ibid., p, 657. Jacson, Virginia, Dee. 2, 1808*
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war for the, gratification of a few bankrupt commercial
speculators?

Those opposing the embargo are doing so to

please none town in their constituency that they might

112
be reseated in Congress."
........... 113
embargo to war."

"X prefer three years of

Quincy, (ISassachunetts) assumed that the Campbell
report was entirely in the interest of the embargo,
and, therefore, broke forth In a tirade of warlike
expressions against it, as*
"The embargo must be repealed...
Mature gave the ocean to hew
England...and laws prohibiting them
from the exercise of their natural
.
right® will have a binding effect
not one moment longer than the public
sentiment supports them...the idea
that nothing on earth is so
dreadful as war is inculcated too
studiously among us. Disgrace is
worse,"
He then charged the House with insanity and lamented that
he had not the tongue to express this matchless absurdity
114
of the attempt to deprive Mew England longer from the sea.
Handolph then added his satire to the resolutions*
"The House will pardon me if 1 forbear
a minute recapitulation of the
wrongs which we have received, not
only from the two great belligerents,
but from the little belligerents also...
The latter I have seen dressed i n '
every possible shape, in corres
pondences of our ministers and in

112. ibid.. T?P. 605.6. Troup. Georgia. Hoy. 30. 1808.
113. THcT., p. 537. Macon, Horth Carolina, Hov. 28, 1808.
114. Ibid., p. 538. Hov. 28, 1808.

I
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reports of committeeo in this and
the other House. I take no
pleasure in such reports. ...I wish
we had not quite so much argument
on our side and they had more in
jury on theirs...Those resolutions
of Campbells1 mean precisely nothing.
That we will not submit to aggressions
of England and France, is that to be
considered a declaration of war?
And in the next breath are we to
resolve we will submit to them?.•• r
Instead of asserting our rights we
are determined to forego them..7115
Then contradictory reports were read*

Gardlnier from

Mew York presented a petition from the people of Suffolk
116
County
against the embargo, and the legislatures of
117
118
Pennsylvania
and north Carolina
sent in reports
commending the embargo as a wise measure*
On December thirteenth the first of the Campbell
resolutions, that the United States eannot submit to the
edicts of JSngland and France, passed.

After voting upon

it three times all but two Gardiner (Hev? York) and Hoge
119
(Pennsylvania) decided they could submit.
Four days later
the second resolution, forbidding the importation of French
or English goods, passed 84 to 30.

The Hew England group

strongly opposed it.

They likely hud the carrying trade in

mind then and later.

Should the embargo be repealed that

120
they did not want to be restricted by non-importation.
110.
116.
117•
118.
119.
120.

Ibid., p. 6«50* Hov• 28, j:806»
$313,. p. 554, Hov. 29, 1808
ibid. p . 944, Dec. 30, 1808.
Ibid, p. p. 302, Dee. 30, 1808.
Ibid. p. 855.
I]5H. p. 894, Dec. 19, 1808.

1

*
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The third resolution* that the country ought to have more

121
defense, passed without one dissenting vote.

In this

respect they must have all thought war was very likely to
result.
These three resolutions, whatever they may be worth
in themselves, sounded the attitude of the Mouse and paved
the way for the acceptance of the bill from the Senate
embodying further embargo restrictions and greater power to
enforce these and preceding restrictions.

The Senate

reemed to have so thoroughly covered the ground when debating
the resolution for its repeal that it passed that body with

122
comparatively little discussion with a vote of 25 to 7.
Just one more, a senator from Rhode Island, opposed further
123
restrictions, than voted for repeal.
The House began debating
it in about the same strain ns they did the Campbell report.
They passed it January sixth at six o'clock in the morning
124
'with a vote of 71 to 32.
The sane identical group as in
previous bills of this nature voted against it.
This act was approved January 9, 1809, and became known
as the Enforcement Act.

It made it a high misdemeanor to

carry or seek to carry specie, goods, wares, or merchandise
121. Ibid, p. 8 9 5 « 13ec« 19. ISQ&l".

:

122. Ibid., n. 298, Dec. 21, 1808,
123. Those voting against it were both senators from each
m s s , , and Conn,, and one senator from each Hew Hampshire,
Rhode Island and Delaware. One Vermont senator voted for it
and the other did not vote.
124. Ibid., p» 1024, Jan. 6, 1809.
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out of the United States in anyway whatever.

It was

unlawful to load the same whether grown at home or abroad
into any kind of watercraft till leave to do oo had been
granted by a collector; then the loading had to be done
before the eyee of an inspector and a bond equal to six
times the value of the ship and cargo had to be given before
a clearance could be obtained.

Extraordinary powers were

bestowed upon the collectors in that they could seize goods
on any watercraft or land vehicle that were going toward the
boundary line and hold them till bonds were given not to
take them out of the United States, and he was bound to
execute any additional orders or rules that the President
might see fit to i'-sue.

Lastly the President was authorized

to use as much of the army as he saw fit to enforce the act
on. land, and he was given power to hire, arm and equip

125
thirty vessels to enforce the law off the coast.
This act seemed to have all power to prevent evasions
or embargo-breaking as its framers intended.

There were

many that thought the reason why the measure was not
effective in coercing Great Britain and France was because
of its lax enforcement.

American products still reached

Europe by way of Canada, Florida, and the Bermudas, and.
English goods especially poured into America through
125. Ibid. " P u b l i c Acts of Congress.” wn. 1798. ff.
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126
Canada. Armstrong, the American minister In Paris declare i
to Madison that in England the embargo had no effect, and
127
in France it was forgotten.
This act if carried out ought
to be effective in England and France•
During these strenuous times in Congress, Jefferson
sent not a word about the embargo, but he did send many
messages of purely domestic matters such as road construction
government of territories, harbor building, and care of
128
Indians,
seemingly to divert the mind of Congress from
the problem they were wrangling with, namely embargo or no
embargo•

However, he expressed his sentiments in letters

to friends if not to Congress in a manner similar to the
following which shows he still retained his former sentiments,
"If vie go to war now, I fear we may
renounce forever the hope of seeing
an end of our national debt. If we
can keep at peace eight years longer,
our income, liberated from debt will
be adequate to any war without new
taxes or loans, and our position and
increasing otrenth put us hors d 1 insults
from any nation," 129
~
12^. Clmnnlng, History of the United States,Vol. IV. p.383.
From a letter of Sec. of the Trees, to IHe collectors of
Customs. Oct, 1, 1808.
127. Annals, op. cit., Appendix, p. 1684, Armstrong to
Madison, August 30, 1808,
128. Richardson, Messages and Papers of the Presidents, Vol. I,
pp. 457-461. ; ■
------------- :
— '
— :
-- \
129. Foley, Jeffersonian Cyclopedia, p, 293$ Jefferson Works
(Ford ed.) Vol. IX. p. 420. Jefferson to Monroe, Jan. lHW."
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The nation was under the embargo for a year#
During that time there was no evidence that the act
was accomplishing its purpose.
of lawbreaking.

Its record was one

As quickly as one act was passed to

correct the faults of the former, another was needed,
and so on until a change of policy must be forth
coming.

81

ChBptez IT

The jefferoonlan Policy Lost
Hohaster states that the moment the Enforcement Act
was known to Hew England, that region at once, was in a
state of rebellion.

Town meetings were called$ Federalist

newspapers appeared with the Embargo published inverted
in the columns, and obituary notices on liberty, on the
Constitution, on the Union same from their press| flags
were hung at half mast? dismal music was played; and
poets crying lamentations appeared, one of whom was
2. '■
... •■■■■■
William Cullen Bryant.
In contrast Republicans drank
3.
to the "Long Life of Jefferson and the general Embargo.

magazines
mgasines of the times as:

to.

3.

c.

26, 1309$
20$ Feb. 3, 17, 24, 1809.
Sketches of the Times by

iryant,
Bryant.
"Go, wretch! resign the Presidential Chair,
Disclose thy secret measure, foul or fair$
Go, search with curious eye for horned frogs
•mid the wild wastes of Louisiana bogs:
Or where Ohio rolls his turbid stream
Dig for huge bones, thy glory and thy theme."
I b i ^ P. 325
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Evasion under the Enforcement Act was just about
Impossible; therefore, the outlets left were open re
sistance to the embargo or exerting pressure for repeal
of the measure.

Pressure for repeal may be considered

from three sources:

The states or certain communities

in the states, the Senate, and the House.
For the antipathy aroused in the states and their
please for removal, KcMaster from lalk of first hand
evidence, is the best secondary source.
from newspapers of the time.

He quotes freely

This coupled with, perhaps,

the same complaints revealed in Congress will give a
rather reliable idea as to the extent of resistance in
the communities which were opposed to the embargo.
From the New England-Palladia, and the Boston Gazette.
he quotes such reports as:
"While the bill (Enforcement Act)
was still before the House the
people of Bath, in Maine, assembled
in town meeting and took the first
steps toward Civil War. They called
on the General Court to relieve
them at once, and named a Committee
of Correspondence to ask for like
action in neighboring towns, and a
Committee of Safety to warn the men
of Bath of any attempt to enforce
the embargo. So much in earnest
were they that a ship was armed,
loaded with produce, and the captain
ordered by the people to sail. The
collector, knowing what was coming,
hired a vessel, put some six pounders
on the deck, gathered a volunteer
crew. . . and lay in wait for her.
Undismayed the captain’s sloop came

83
on, exchanged shots, and went to sea." 4
Again the Boston Gazette reports as quoted from
McMasten
HThe people of Hewburyport (Mass.)
voted that they would not assist
in executing the Enforcement Act,
and all who did were violators of
the Constitution." 5
According to the same author the press reported cases of
hundreds of towns in Massachusetts alone that sent in
threats and pleas and condemnation of the administration

6
to their legislatures*
when the General Court of Massachusetts assembled,
it framed these different threats and pleas into a set
of resolutions and a bill stipulating:

the Enforcement

Act that permitted search and seizures was unconstitutionals
any person who attempted to carry out such act was guilty
of a high misdemeanor5 and that a convention of Hew England
States should be called.

Governor Sullivan vetoed it; he

was a Hew England man yet too much of a Republican to
accept such an act.
The convention of Hew England States that was provided
for in the above bill was earnestly considered.

Otis,

Hew England Palladi^mT "jan'.$» 1809;
Jan. 26, 1809.
[.I pp.

of^the Logio-
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President of the Maooaohucetta1 Senate, was not ashamed
to write for ittstruetlons to Washingtom to suggest a
meeting of the commercial states at Hartford, and to urge
josiah quincy, in the House, to find out if Connecticut
8
and Hew York would attend* Christopher Ckire, another
member of the General Court, wrote in like strain to
9
United states Senator, Pickering. Pickering had long
wanted such a convention.

He sent back exactly what should

be done, that is, a convention should be called and an
10
address made to the people.
He also wrote to Governor
Sullivan of the imminent danger of an unnecessary and

11
ruinous war.

However, the Convention was not called

because of the defeat of the bill, but, nevertheless, the
Hartford Convention in 1814 came very nearly not being
the first convention called to resist the Federal
Government^to please the politicians and agitating
populace.
A further example of resistance is reported in a
Gazette of the United States:
"Gov. Lincoln of Rhode Island, in
obedience to the Enforcement Act,
called out four companies of militia.
8 . Ibid., B.
^akeri from correspondence ot Harrison
Gray Otis to Josiah quincy, Dec. 10,. 1808, found in Life
of quinoy, by Quincy, p. 164*
9. Ibid.,
Gore to Pickering.
20. 1808,
1808. found in
in Hew
___
ekering, Dec. 20,
1809, found.!, a .
Adams, p* 376
to Gov# Sullivan, found in Boston 1808,
pp. 11,12.
12.laswing, B.J.,"Hartford Convention", Harpers Vol. XXV,
pp.217 ff.
— *
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They met, hut met only to assert
their hatred of the Enforcement
Act and their determination not
to serve*. Emboldened by this,
some 300 men gathered at the wharf,
took the sloop, bent her sails,
cut a way through ice, and sent her
to sea."
MeHaeter adds, reciting no source, that Governor Lincoln
was bitterly censured by the state legislature for calling
- 14 ■
,
out the militia to serve the Enforcement Act.Again, McMaster, without quoting his authority, states
Governor Trumbull of Connecticut duplicated the Virginia
' '* ■
'
•
and Kentucky resolutions.
“When General Dearborn was endeav
oring to carry out the President's
orders in hew England, he asked
Governor Trumbull to name certain
militia for each port whom the
collectors could depend upon for
enforcing the laws. Governor
Trumbull replied he had no authority
to make such appointments and
assembled the state legislature and
addressed it thuai •The national
Legislature has overstepped the
bounds prescribed by the Constitution
and it becomes the duty of the
States to interpose to protect the
rights of the people from the assumed
power of Congress.* ” 15
Moreover, the people not content beseeching their
own legislatures for relief began memorializing the
national legislature,

quoting again from McMaster*

came In day after day from towns
I%—
15.

B i d . -----------%bld*, pp. 331i2
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in Hew Hampshire and Massachusetts,
from three counties in different
parts of Hew York, from Albany,
from three wards in the city of Hew
York, and from Westmoreland County,
in southwestern Pennsylvania* All
pronounced the Embargo a failure,
an umieeeeaary and ruinous commercial
restriction, an:! as a law it was
oppressive, tyrannical, and uncon
stitutional, and ought to be re
pealed*" 16
These various memorials will be noted in Congress when the
activity of that body is considered.
Prom the resistance offered by the Hew England States*
legislatures and by the various groups of people, it seems
apparent that the embargo would have to be enforeed in that
region by a national army at the point of the bayonet.
There is *ueh reason to assume that resistance was not at
all for political purposes, but for the vexy necessities
of life, of which embargo enthusiasts did not seem to be
cognisant.

If Jefferson ss very much wanted no war with

European powers, he seemed not to hold such an antipathy
to civil war in Hew England to which sad, apparently, the
country was proceeding.

He wrote to the governors of the

statesi
"...as commanding officer of the
militia of your state you are to
appoint some commanding officer
to assemble immediately a sufficient
force of his militia in or near
each port of entry within your
^ state, and to employ them
ICu

Ibid., p.

1

'

.

m

.efficaciously to maintain the
authority of the laws respecting
the embargoww 17.
He wrote to Monroe in respect to entering the war
in Europe*
"If we go to war now, I fear we
may renounce forever the hope of
seeing an end to our National debt*
If we can keep at peace eight years
lenger, our income liberated from
debt, will be adequate to any war,
without new taxes and loans and eer
position and increasing strength
will put us hors d* insulte from
any nation*w 18 ”
Of course Jefferson may never have expected Civil War in
‘i ‘
new England, and the current insurreetlens would never
equal the magnitude of war with 3urope*
After the electoral votes were counted which elected
19
20
Madison,
and the memorials against the embargo
from
different sections of the country, as previously mentioned,
had poured into Congress* the Congressmen became bold from
popular wrath and stirred up hotbeds of rebellious factions
over the embargo.

Ardent Hepubli

no longer had faith

17. Foley, Jeffersonian Cyclopedia, p,
.Jefferson, worses.
(Wash, ed.), vol. IX, p. 237, Jan. 180#.
18. Ibid., 293., Ibid*, vol IX, p. 243, Jan. 1809.
19. Annals of Congress, 10 Cong. 2 sess* p. 344. February 8, 1809
20. i M l . From Westmoreland Co., Penna, Jan. 27, 1809,
presented in the House by Findley, p. 1188. From 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 5th, and 8th wards. Hew York City, presented in the
House by fcunford, Jan. 31, 1809, p. 1240, and Feb. 6, 1809
p. 1375. A full copy of the petition from 3rd and 8th wards
is found in the Appendix; pp. 1777^80. From Essex Co., Hass,
presented by Speaker of the House Feb, 4, 1809, p. 1351.
From Fackerfield, New Hampshire, presented in the House by
Gardiner, Feb. 6, 1809, p. 1375* A little later the General
Court of Mass* sent petitions to both the Senate and the
F
House, Feb. 27, 1809, pp. *44| 1538.
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in the embargo covering England and Franc®.

In both

Houses the Hew England Federalists and the dissatisfied
Republicans united against the loyal Jeffersonians,
v
This made a majority favoring repeal against a minority
who wanted the embargo continued indefinitely.
Giles in the Senate, and Nicholas in the House,
both Virginians and one time otaueeh Jeffersonians and
defenders of the embargo, introduced resolutions for repeal•
Giles was even the author of the Enforcement Act,

How he

introduced a bill to repeal the Embargo and all supplementary
acts on March fourth, and to substitute non-intercourse
SI
and non-importation with England and France.
Nicholas
proposed that the embargo ought to be repealed , the date
of which to be decided later, and the United States
Government should prepare itself to defend its commerce
on the high seas against orders and decrees which hindered
the lawful commerce and neutral rights’ of the United States,
22
and letters of marque and reprisal should be issued,
Giles said in defense of his changed attitude that M s
measure was an offspring of conciliation and of great
concession on his part, but the dangers and difficulties
pressing on the country and the division of opinions
respecting the proper course to be pursued in relation to
21. Ibid., p. 345. Feb. S. 1&Q9.
22. I H d . , p. 1172. Jan. 24, 1809.

—
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23
them, warranted it.

Henry Adams etateo, reciting no

reference, that Giles’s change of attitude v/as purely selfish
even revengeful.

He had hoped Madison would make him

instead of Gallatin Secretary of State.
worthy of a cabinet position.

He thought he was

A cabinet position was a

step closer to realizing his ambition for the presidency
than was a senatorial position.

When Eadison did not do

this he determined to block the wheels of government by
seeking an almost immediate repeal since he thought it was
■

hadison’s and Gallatin’s purpose to continue the embargo
,
.
24
until in may.
Just what their policy was their letters
do not disclose* but secondary works agree with Giles’s
assumption.

More will be said later about their policy.

Nicholas’s excuse for recommending repeal was "to
start something,” that is for the Government to declare for
cither embargo ©r war.

Hy leaving a blank for the date of

repeal would stimulate debate and sound the temper of the
25
House for some definite policy.
All this time Jefferson
did not send one word to Congress,

.

It was found, as previously mentioned, the majority of
Congressmen wanted the acts repealed, but the date to be
decided upon divided this majority in the House into three
groups* those wanting February, those March, and those June.
23. Ibid. , p . 'Sfcg'. Feb. 13, 1809
24. Adams, H., History of the United States, Vol. IV, p. 429.
25. Ibid., p. 436.
'
—
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Theoe and the minority faroring no repeal divided the House
' ' ' ■ • ' i
into four fuotions,reach having their own spokesmen.
Randolph, leader of M s group, wanted the act repealed
on February fifteenth.

He said:

“e..If the law were repealed at all,
it ought to be done with all possible
expedition. The first reason is,
that those persons in the country
who had been guilty of the moot
inoivie conduct, should not reap
the exclusive benefit of the commerce
carried on. The other reason is,
that the St. Lawrence was frozen up
and would remain frozen long after
the waters in the United States
were open, and adventuress, lured by
■
the hope of great profit, had at
great expense, transported preduota
from many parts of the United States
into Oanada, knowing that the plan
of embargo, if continued, would
amply repay the extra expense of*
conveying it to Canada. Immense
deposits of produce were deposited
at Montreal for the purpose of ex
porting it as soon as the ice broke
up...Therefore, it would be a good
thing to get to market before them to
undersell them. If the removal were
delayed the brokers with produce in
Montreal would reap the profits
whilst we (South) would carry our
produce to a market already glutted.* 26.
•
■
/ '
■
''
■
Sloan, from Hew Jersey, advanced another reason why
the embargo should be removed on the fifteenth*
“large speculations had been made in
eonsdquence of a belief that the
embargo would be continued for a
great while. Articles of foreign
produce...necessary by habit were
up at an extravagant price. An
&6.

Annals, op. oit. p. itiSO-l. Jan. 30, 180^
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early removal...would tend to remove the
suffering of the honest part of the
community in consequent of the high
price of their commodities.*' 27.
Those advocating March fourth were led hy Dana from
Connecticut!

, S '■. •V

"The natural embargo laid by winter
on the rivers and ports of the north
would then be over and no unfair
advantage would be given to the
ports of the South . . . " 28
Evidently Dana was not concerned about the produce in
Montreal for the waters would still be frozen there on
March fourths

There are other reasons why the Mew

Englander leaders wanted the embargo removed by March fourth.
First, they did not think war would result from the repeal
of the embargo, as supposed.

Joeiah Quincy from Massachusetts

said*
"... I am satisfied that no insult,
however gross, offered to us by
either France or Great Britain,
could force this majority into the
declaration of war. ...it could not
be kicked into such a declaration
by either nation." 29
Second, they preferred submission*

The embargo was ruinous

and war would fall hardest on new" England, therefore repeal
meaning submission was the least of the three evils.
27.
28.
29.

] 57—
ISSrjan."
] [$., pp. 1233 ff. Jan. 30, 1809.
1 [5**1. p# Ills* Jan. 19, 1809.
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Plokering, from jmsaaohusetts, sddrassed the Senates
"The embargo M s produced no
effects in regard to England and
Prance.,, because we cannot injure
them, v/e continue to punish our*
selves... To make war on both the
belligerents is the most strange,
quixotic idea that ever entered
into the head of a statesman..." 30.
Third, taken from Henry Adams, who has quoted from the
Life of Story by Story that the embargo must be removed
because ouch a course would not be borne by Hew England
without rebellion#

Adams states that Story took a lead in

party rebellion te overthrow the embargo.

In the House he

met another as equally zealous and these two Massachusetts
representatives concentrated their efforts to remove it at
31
one® by lowering and degrading feffereem*
Years afterwards
Story wrote*

V

•

"The whole influence of the Adminis
tration was directly brought to bear
upon Mr. Ezekiel Bacon and myself
to seduce us from what we considered
a great duty to eur country, and
especially to Hew England. I knew
at the time Mr. Jefferson had no
ulterior measure in view, and was
determined on protracting the embargo
for an indefinite period, even for
years* I was well satisfied such a
course would not be borne by Hew
England without rebellion. ...Yet Hr.
Jefferson, with his usual visionary
obstinacy, was determined to maintain
it; and the Hew England Republican#
were to be made the instruments.
Mr. Bacon and myself resisted; and
were concerted by u« with the aid of

30. Ibid., p. 19&.Mov. 30. 1808.
.31. Adams, H . , History of the United States, vol. IX pp. 432-3.
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Pennsylvania, to compel him to avandon
M s mad scheme. For this he never
forgave me,fl 32
Jefferson was aware of Story*
1s and Baeon's activity,
but not until a year afterwards did he express himself:
"The Federalists during their
short-lived ascendency have by
forcing us from the embargo
inflicted a wound on our interests
which can never be cured. I ascribe
all this to on® pseudo-republican,
Story. He came on..**nd stayed only
a few days; long enough, however,
to get complete hold of Bacon,
who giving in to his representations,
became panic-struck and communicated
his panic to his colleagues and
they to a majority of the sound
members of Congress, They believed in
the alternative of repeal on Civil
war, and produced the fatal measure
of repeal.” 33.
Fourth, Menry Adams states Story, Bacon, and Pickering all
determined In their zealouoy and spite that the Embargo
must be removed by the man who made it a law.

Jefferson

had asked only to be spared the indignity of sighing with
his own hand the unconditional repeal of the Embargo.
.
'
- 34.
Some tried to spare him, but they would not have it so.
All these reasons likely played a more or less stronger
part in the fight for its repeal.
Those favoring June first did so for several reasons:

o*

351 From .Mb:
il. 1, p. 1 8 7 , q u o t e S #
Henry Adams, j
States, Vol. IV. p. 432
33, Foley, J
i, p. 291. Jefferson to
Dearborn, Jul;
(Wash. ed.), vol. V,
p, 29
34
Adams, H., op. pit., p. 434.

.@ .
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first, the uapreparodness of the country for war; second,
•

.

-

England might yet yield if that Government had time to
consider that America mis likely to declare war once the
embargo were removed; third, a more definite policy ohould
be determined upon by Congress before the act was repealed.
Those advocating the above were a few republicans and
Madison and Gallatin.
That the country was unprepared was defended by Key,
from Maryland, who evidently thought the prospect of war
greater than the gains that might accrue to the South as
elaborated upon by Randolph for an early repeal.

He said;

•Our seaports are undefended,
our gunboats unmanned, our
treasury is nearly empty, 35
our army is not yet raised. Does
anybody think we can make war on
Canada with militia...? The
embargo must be retained until
J U n e o r until some of these things
are accomplished." 36
.

Secondary works

37

.

,

■

,

state Madison and Kamilton(Jefferson

taking no part) had an avowed policy to declare war against
England and France if their odious edicts were still in
force when the special session of Congress would be in
3FI Fairly correct, for according to Gallatin*s report' there
was an income of §16,000,000,00, and expenses for the preceding
year were §13,000,000.00. This left but §3,000,000.00 in the
treasury to defray the expenses of preparation for war and war
itself, "Gallatin*s Report", Dec. 10, 1808, Annals of Congress,
10 Cong. 2nd sees. Appendix, pp. 1760-66
36. Ibid., pp. 1242 f. Jan. 31, 1808.
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session that was agreed upon to be called May twenty*seoo*»d.
This gave Madison time to work with Ersklne, British
minister in Washington, to acquaint his government in
respect to the American policy.

Madison hoped England

might be persuaded to revoke her decrees if there was a
likelihood of becoming involved in war with the United
States#

Erskine wrote to Cannings
"The Government and the party in
power unequivocally express their
resolution not to remove the
embargo, except by substituting
war measures against both belligerents,
unless either or both should relax
their restrictions upon neutral
commerce." 38

Madison tried to make the most of threatening war with
'

.

'

England, as shown by his contemporaries,

89
in order to

prevent war by causing England to revoke her orders.

He

seemed to feel sure that America would be forced into war
with England once the embargo were substituted for non
intercourse and non- importation with belligerents#

He wrotei

".••if the embargo is repealed the
English markets will be glutted with
American produce and more orders and
captures will result and war will be
inevitable, and will perhaps be
clamored for in the same quarter which
p#386

XVII#,
Appendix CXXXIV#
'
•
•
39#tIbid#,tCh. XVIIi^McMaster^History of the People of the
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now rents its disappointed lore
of gain against the Embargo.1* 40
There was the smaller group of loyal SFefferaoaians
that resisted repeal on any condition.

Cook from Ease*

aohusetts, asked:
"V/as Congress a parcel of boys
that it should pass an act to en
force the embargo in January and
repeal the act to enforce and the
embargo in February? Was the
government of the United States
going to yield obedience to the
demands of factions men goaded on
by avarice and British gold?" 41
williams from South Carolina, addressed m m England
particularly#

He declared:

■Will you drive us to a repeal of
the embargo and make no resistance?
•. .You have driven us from the embargo#
•#.I will repeal it,— and I could
weep over it more than a lost child.
If you do not resist, you are no
longer a n a t i o n . y o u are the merest
vassals conceivable...! appeal to
the minority £o enforce the embargo...M 42
To this, Dana, from Connecticut, responded:
"The days of ancient chivalry have
not yet returned." 43
The debate on the repeal and the date of repeal contin
ued almost through February,

They were getting nowhere. ;

Then a republican caucus was held, states McHasterL and
Henry Adams, and three things were decided.

.

First, the

embargo should be repealed; second, letters of marque and
reprisal should not be granted;xthird non-interoourae
'
--

(

■

>V

40. madison,writings,Vol.II p.431.Madison to Pinckney. Feb. 11,1809.
*1* Annals of Congress, 10 Cong.2 seoo.pp.1248 ff. Jan. 31, 1809.
42. Ibid., pp, 1237-8. Jan. 30, 1809.(43) JMd.p.1239 Jan.30, 1809
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44
should be used*

These resolutlens were sent to the

Committee of Foreign Relations in the House with orders to
v. v• .
frame a bill. Early in the session this committee was
45.
especially appointed to look after foreign relations. It would be appointed by the speaker, and he was a tiaosaohusetts
man.

Six of the nine men whom he appointed were ardent for

repeal according to their debates, and the remaining thre,e
seem to be more or less negative characters as they said
very little in Congress, but they must have favored the
embargo for they cast their votes against repeal.

The bill

that was framed provided for the repeal of the embargo on
the fourth of March except so far as relates to Great Britain
and France, and for the total "non-importation of goods from

•••

"

z

46

Croat Britain and France after the twentieth of Hay.
Jefferson wrote to his son-in-law in this respect*
"I thought Congress had taken ground
firmly for continuing their embargo
•till June, and then war. But a
sudden and unaccountable revolution
of opinion took place last week#
chiefly among the Hew England and
lew York members, and in a kind of a
panic they decided on the 4th of
tiarch for removing the embargo...” 47
Madison, the incoming president, and Gallatin’s policy
seemed te be positively abandoned.
44.M0Master,
III, p. 335.
45*

441.
1809, Jefferson,

works (Washington ed>) Vol. V, p. 484.
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Sy February twenty-first the Senate by a vote of 21
48
to 12 passed Giles* resolution to remove the embargo
march fourth except with respect to Great Britain and
France and to prohibit importation from them.

Of the Mew

England states both the senators from Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and Mew Hampshire voted against repeal.
iioth senators from Delaware, one from Maryland, north
Carolina, South Carolina, and ond from Georgia voted
against it.

Why the votes are thus no historians in the

books available have explained or given any olue.

Those

loudest for repeal such as Hillhouse from Cenneetieut
and Juloyd and Pickering from Massachusetts now daot votes
to retain it.

Hillhouse in a speech said he objected to
49
trade being forbidden with England and France.
Bayard,
50
from Delaware, did not want importation forbidden.
Lloyd, from Massachusetts, objected to the warlike attitude
51
the bill came to assume.
The others voiced no reason.
It might be assumed, first, they feared war after the
repeal since England and France were to remain indicted
and Mew England and other coast states, perhaps, would feel
the war the most*

Second, opening trade with all the world

except England and France meant little an there was little
trade to be had with other countries and Mew England was a
457
49.
50.
51.

. pp7B4?A, Feb, 21, 1809.
IPs. 398,. Feb. 14, 1809. '
p. 415* Feb. 21, 1809.
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seafaring section wanting to seek her trade where she
1 ■
will, ThirA, most of the imported preduets came from
!
'
' '
'
England, *ew Sngland wanted the carrying trade of these
.

■

products and the South, in particular, wanted the products.
The senators voting for it show a desertion of the
Jeffersonian policy which they had adhered to before as
in the ease of both of the sen: tors from Virginia,

K entucky, and Tennessee.
This bill was sent to the House .February twenty-second.
It and the bill concocted by the special Committee of
Foreign Relations, as previously mentioned, gave more
direction to the house for the leaders of repeal to
work upon.

The M i l with the same provisions as the

Senate bill passed the House February twenty-seventh
62
with a vote of 81 to 40. Among those opposing repeal
were ten that had been faithful to the embargo all along.
They were all southerners except two from Pennsylvania.
The thirty remaining had opposed the embargo all along,
and now they opposed its repeal.

Likely the same jsason

for their voting thus applies to them as applied to the
senators.

They are scattered throughout the Union.

Connecticut^ representatives, like her senators, are
conspicuous in that they all voted against repeal.
Virginia, Jefferson's state, and practically the home of
the policy, coot thirteen of her sixteen votes for repeal.
81.
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Otherwise the votes for and ag -Inst were fairly well
scattered among the states.
The Embargo died a hard death.

During its

fifteen months of existence it was os bitterly fought for
as fought against.

It Federalized Republican states and

brought the hatred of a nation upon its originator.
Jefferson signed the bill for the repeal of his

53
handiwork on March first.

His policy had failed.

Three days later he ceased to be president.

McHaster

states a few Journals thanked God that the rule of
the philosophic President was over, and in a few towns
the Federalists assembled at dinners and drank to the hour
that ended the career of Thomas Jefferson and his
general embargo.

The minority who accomplished the repeal

for the fourth of March were the recipients of high
honors.

From the moment Congress rose and the victorious

Sew England delegation began their homeward journey they
■■

were singled out and "dined and toasted to" in Wash: .igton,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Mew York, Hew Haven, and Boston.
At the same time Jefferson, weary and crushed, was making
54
his way to Kontioello never again to appear in public life.
These words from his first inaugural address become
quite significant*
"I have learned to expect that it
53. Ibid. "Public Acts of Congress", pp. 1824 ff. a full copy
of the act can be seen.
/
54. MoMaoter, History of the People of the United States, Vol.
Ill p. 336. •
--------- T ---- -------
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will rarely fall to the lot of
imperfect man to retire from this
station with the reputation and the
favor which bring him into it." 55

and Papers of the m m Identa, Vol.I
p. 324.
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Conclusion*
Had it "been possible to have had access to the
personal writings of Jefferson over this period other than
the Philosophic and idealistic expressions recorded by
1.
.Foley different conclusion# might M v e been drawn.
It seems clear the Embargo was declared for a
four-fold purpose.

First, to protect American seamen,

ships, and goods; second, to prevent the expense and
cruelties of war; third, to coerce England and France
to respect neutral rights; fourth and last, to gain
time for preparations if war must come*
Jefferson emphasized the first the most, apparently
he realized it would more readily catch popular appeal,
than if he had announced that the purpose of the embargo
was to force satisfactory negotiations.
For the Embargo to coerce England and France he
overrated the value of American products to those countries
and the potency of hie principles*

England as mistress

of the sea, had the world from which to draw; France,
much of the time, had all of Europe,

Both countries,

especially England, when their nationals deserted,
seized them wherever found.
1. Jeffersonian m e m m

There was no recognized law
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of nations against it, nor was there a law of nations
that recognisedTfree ships make free goods,"

There was

no need for these principles among the great power#,
the leaser powers, one of which was the United States,
needed them and demanded them, and when their precepte
of rights were violated they nursed a grievance.

Too,

Jefferson overrated the patriotism of the nountry.

The

country was too new, too young, to have developed a sense
of nationalism.

The eountry until hut recently was a

group of distinct and separate sections and this
sectional interest had not time to become the interest
of the whole.

The love of personal gain was too immediate

to yield to some abstract principle for the benefit of
the whole.
to fail.

The Embargo or peaceable coercion was bound
In short, Jefferson was too far ahead of his

timesf he expected too much.
He has been accused of establishing the embargo
for the sole purpose of destroying commerce.

This

hardly seems so, but it could have played a part with
a person primarily interested in agricultural, yet
there is insufficient evidence to prove it either way.
However, he stoutly defends himself against the absurd

2

'

idea,

s he calls it.

The accusation may have begun in

§§f]

2. Foley, jef^erso
Dr. Jfiustis, Jan.
Volume V. p. 410.

________
m a a s m la, p. 290. Jefferson to
Jefferson, Works (Washington ed.)
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Mew England, for many parts there were hot-bed# of
unkind criticism against him.
He always maintained that the Embargo would have
brought results if continued#

He wrote in 1815 and

1825$
"That a continuance of the Embargo
for two months longer would have
prevented our war." 3. ‘‘England
mould have been eoereed had the
embargo been honestly executed.” 4
His daughter, isarcha Jefferson Randolph, said of
him that her father up to his dying day never lost
faith in hia Embargo policy even though it buried his
§
beloved Montieello in debt.
Madison, in 1826, said in defense of the policy:
•It is clear that the Embargo as a
precaution against the surprise and
devastation of our trade, was proper,
even if war had been intended| and
the presumption too, is strengthened
by late experience, that if faith
fully executed, it would have
produced a crisis in the West Indies
that might have extorted justice .
without a resort to war. If it failed
it was because the Government did
not sufficiently distrust those in a
certain quarter whose successful
violation of the law led to the
general discontent which called
3. Ibid, p. 2 9 5 . Jeffersonto Thomas Leiper, Hay 1815, ibid.,
Vol. VI, p. 465. Jefferson to Giles, Dec. 1825. Ibid., Vol.
VII, p. 424.
*
4. Ibid.« p. 917. Jefferson to Gen. Dearborn, July 1810,
Ibid., Vol. V, p. 529.
5
.
ter, History of the People of the United States,
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for ita repeal•n 6
Jefferson wrote shortly before he died in 1826 that
the reason that he finally consented to the repeal of the
Embargo was that he feared dismembering of the Onion*
John tyfciney Adams, called on him and assured him that
the,hew England States were in negotiations with
.British agents, and if they (Hew England) would take
no part in the war that was likely to follow the repeal
of the embargo, their commerce would be free from
interruption on the high seas, that a convention for
the purpose was in imminent danger of being called;
and that no declaration would be made at once of their
severing the union, but that they might do so later*
Jefferson says, this alone caused him to yield for the
7
union must not be dissolved. If there was any insincerity
in Adams*e information, Jefferson did not suspect it.
Me wrote*
•Owing to Mr* Adams and myself not
being in the habit of mutual
consultation and confidence, I
consider it as the stronger
proof of the purity of his
patriotism, which was able to lift
him above all party, passions when
the safety of M s country was
endangered." 8
whether or not Adams was sincere is hardly a point
6. Madison,Writings, Vol. Ill, p p . 444-5
7* feley, op. pit., pp. 294*8.Jefferson te Giles, Dec. 1826.
IMd., Vo 17 VI, p. 424.
8.Ibid., p. 295. Jefferson to — — , Bay 1826, Ibid., p. 431.
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in this dissuasion* other than that it caused Jefferson to
sign the repeal.

That may* to a certain extent, explain

the lew isngland vote on the repeal#

It is a Study in itself.

It might he summed up that Jefferson's career in public
life ended because of the embargo, with the opposite of all
his democratic principleo that brought him to the presidential
chair.

He came to the presidency with the idea to ere te a

government which should interfere in no way with private
action, and he created one which interfered directly in
the concerns of every private citizen of the land; he aimed
to preserve State-rights, and he drove.states to the verge
of armed resistance; he began his term with stern economy*
. ■- .
.'
' •. ‘
9
and ended;by exceeding the expenditures of his predecessors;
he had invented a policy of peace, and his invention
resulted soon after with fighting the greatest power in the
world.

.

Yet, Jefferson cannot be censured heavily. He was
merely unfortun te in that he came to the presidency at
the time l&poleon was making himself ruler of Europe.
If the Jeffersonians did not want commerce-neither
did they want manufacturing, but, strangely, history dates
the birth of American manufacturing at the time of the
jSmbargo.

lew England capital ( The Southerner# had none

except in the soil) had no outlet in commerce, and lew
9. Jefferson's "Financial Diary1** Harperts
1886, W l # 70, pp# 534-48#

•ne* March,
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Englanders could not resort to the soil.

They wanted

manufactured goods, and European goods were too hard and
too expensive to get.

There >:as a place for capital—

they built factories and began producing textiles and

10.

hardware and it Was lucrative, states a secondary report.
There is something ironic in the very nature of the
Embargo; it not only failed in its purpose and crushed the
spirit of the man who tried it, but it indirectly tended to
create the thing it was hoped it would discourage.
devised in the hope of encouraging

It was

agriculture and

discouraging commerce, but it .Was a definite step in the
developing of the latter commercialism.

It quickened

American ingenuity toward economic and political independence
— all undreamed of and unhoped for by Jefferson and his
followers.

10. Qhanning, History o £ the United States, Yol. ivT p. 389.
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